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Chapter 1: Introduction 
On December 1, 2000, with the inauguration of Vicente Fox as the President 
of Mexico came a victory for democracy in what had previously been a faux-
democratic state for nearly a century. The seventy-one years of electoral misconduct 
of appointing rather than electing a president had ended. Television viewers and radio 
listeners around the world tuned in that Friday to witness the transfer of power from 
outgoing President Ernesto Zedillo to Vicente Fox. The impact of this event has 
changed the course of Mexican politics. 
Fox's election as the President of Mexico is thus of particular interest because 
he was the first to govern Mexico after the autocratic single-party rule of the 20th 
century. To make the accession to power, Fox, like any president, had to undergo the 
ritual of an inauguration ceremony that included his inaugural address. 
Presidential inaugural addresses are a type of epideictic discourse which is the 
result of an exigence of talcing control of the office. Despite their dissimilarities in 
context, presidential inaugural addresses share a common symbolic occasion, as well 
as qualities that make them a distinctive type of discourse (Campbell and ~amieson, 
1990). This genre of discourse is an essential element in a ritual for the president 
taking office. 
In this first chapter, background information for the major aspects of this 
study will be discussed in four sections including: (1) the purpose of this study, (2) 
the methodology for the generic analysis, (3) the significance of the study, and (4) the 
organization of the thesis. 
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Section I: Purpose of the Study 
Generic criticism has been utilized by communication researchers in a variety 
of contexts. Each of these contexts has their own needs, purposes, and limitations for 
the rhetor which make it a distinct genre. One of the most heavily studied rhetorical 
genres is the inaugural address. Yet the discoveries of the recurring rhetorical factors 
of inaugural addresses have lacked international attention and have focused largely on 
discourse from the United States. This thesis proposes to provide a rhetorical 
evaluation of Fox's inaugural address through generic criticism to discover if the 
inaugural genre transcends international boundaries. By providing an international 
example, it will both develop and broaden the genre for rhetorical study on the global 
scale. 
Section 2: Methodology 
Understanding arid analyzing the rhetoric in Vicente Fox's inaugural address 
requires the employment of a suitable methodology. Because the inauguration 
ceremony is a situation that provokes similar needs and expectations among 
audiences, inaugural addresses call for a particular type ofrhetoric. Therefore, the 
appropriate methodology for research is generic criticism as defined by Karlyn Kohrs 
Campbell and Kathleen Hall Jamieson. Campbell and Jamieson (1976) describe 
generic criticism as a rhetorical tool which: 
does not seek detailed recreation of the original encounter between 
author and audience; rather seeks to recreate the symbolic context in 
which the act emerged so that criticism can teach us about the nature 
of human communicative response and about the ways in which 
rhetoric is shaped by prior rhetoric, by verbal conventions in a culture, 
and by past formulations of ideas and issues (p. 414). 
It is through generic criticism that one is able to elucidate a rhetorical act, to 
understand it clearly, to recognize its purpose, and to select the most appropriate 
characterization of it. 
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A generic approach to rhetoric is as old as the founding of rhetoric itself. The 
roots of genre criticism can be traced back to Aristotle more than two thousand years 
ago. According to Aristotle (2004), "Rhetoric falls into three divisions, determined by 
the three classes oflisteners to speeches" (p. 12). He stated that the three divisions 
were deliberative (political), forensic (legal), and epideictic ( ceremonial). Because 
inaugural addresses are ceremonial in nature they fall under the last classification set 
forth by Aristotle: 
Presidential inaugurals are epideictic rhetoric because they are 
delivered on ceremonial occasions, link past and future in present 
contemplation, affirm or raise the shared principles that will guide the 
incoming administration, ask the audience to 'gaze upon' traditional 
values, employ elegant, literary language, and rely on 'heightening 
effect'. by amplification and reaffirmation of what is already known 
and believed. (Campbell and Jamieson, 1990, p. 15) 
Epideictic rhetoric, and therefore the inaugural address, brings particular values to life 
by means of honor or dishonor, community or isolation, unity or disunity. 
The creation of unity is a basic theme of inaugural addresses intended to put 
aside partisan division so the citizens can "witness and ratify [the] ascent to power" 
(Campbell & Jamieson, p. 16). In fact, critics who have studied inaugural addresses 
i•. ,.,. 
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would recognize Fox's speech as a typical example of this genre (for a presidential 
inaugural genre, see Lucas, 1986; Campbell & Jamieson, 1985, 1990; Ryan, 1979). 
This, however, brings up an international concern relating to rhetorical criticism: can 
the rules for rhetorical critiquing be applied to discourse abroad? Can the presidential 
inaugural genre for the United States be transferred to the presidential inaugurals of 
Mexico? 
To study this concern, this research will analyze Fox's speech using genre 
criticism by borrowing from Campbell and Jamieson (1990) who suggest that 
inaugural addresses generate four elements that characterize the essential aspects of 
the address and differentiate it from other types ofrhetoric. They suggest that the 
presidential inaugural: 
(1) unifies the audience by reconstituting its members as the people, 
who can witness and ratify the ceremony; (2) rehearses communal 
values drawn from the past; (3) sets forth the political principles that 
will govern the new administration; (4) demonstrates through 
enactment that the president appr~ciates the requirements and 
limitations of executive functions (p. 15). 
Seen as a rhetorical genre, the inaugural address is constituted by these four elements. 
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Inaugural addresses may vary in substance. However, what makes them a genre is 
that the variations are predictable. While the inauguration ceremony calls for similar 
needs and expectations among audiences, different presidents use different ways to 
develop the four elements. Although creating unity in Mexico or c!iscussing Mexican 
history will be different from that of the United States, the fact that these elements are 
utilized in the address make them a part of the genre. 
Section 3: Significance of the Study 
In recent times, globalization has become exponentially important to the 
world as a policy of isolationism can no longer exist. As modem world views and 
lifestyles transcend political boundaries through technology, the understanding of 
international issues becomes imperative. Every day the world is becoming smaller via 
new travel and communication technologies, and hardly a group of people on the 
planet remain untouched. As a country neighboring the United States, Mexico 
becomes all the more important to research. 
While proximity should be reason enough to study Mexico, the more salient 
issue in rhetorical study is the examination of how leaders influence their audiences 
using pre-established international rhetorical formulas. A key assumption to genre 
theory is that all speech acts are a response to an exigency and that the response will 
be based on how prior rhetors responded to similar situations. When George 
Washington gave his first inaugural address he based it on an international rhetorical 
formula: the acceptance speech for office-taking in Great Britain (Lucas, 1986). 
Likewise, when Vicente Fox gave his inaugural address, he chose to respond to the 
exigency of Mexico becoming a real democracy and thns adopted a formula for his 
speech to be similar to an inaugural in another democracy, in this case the United 
States. 
Section 4: Thesis Organization 
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This thesis will contain five chapters. In this first chapter, a discussion of the 
purpose of the study, the methodology employed for the study, and the significance of 
the study have been put forth to provide a solid introduction to the research. 
The second chapter offers an overview of the literature pertinent to the study. 
The chapter emphasizes the development of genre criticism and inaugural addresses 
by previous scholars, paying particular interest to the work by Campbell and 
Jamieson. Reviews of major contribution to the inaugural genre are then given. The 
review of literature continues with summaries of scholarly work in relation to 
Mexican topics, and then concludes with a review of resources utilized for the history 
of Mexico and for Vicente Fox himself. 
The historical background is presented in the third chapter. The chapter begins 
with Mexico's independence and explores the fight for democracy throughout its 
history. Examinations of the history of inequalities faced by indigenous people, as 
well as the political system in Mexico are then provided for clarification and 
understanding that are present throughout Fox's address. The chapter concludes with 
the history of Vicente Fox and his becoming president. 
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The next chapter contains analysis of Fox's inaugural address as its compares 
to the inaugural address genre of the United States. The chapter evaluates Fox's 
speech to see if it fulfills the four requirements of the genre. First, an examination of 
the creation of unity is presented. Second, the rehearsal of communal values is 
provided. Third, the administration's goals are discussed. Fourth, the 
acknowledgement of the honor for taking over the office as well as expressing 
humility is demonstrated to satisfy the four conditions of the genre. 
The fifth and final chapter concludes with the summation of the work. It 
reviews whether the inaugural address of Fox can be compared to the inaugural 
address genre of the United States based on the analysis of chapter four. The chapter 
then elaborates on the implications of the research findings, along with how it 
contributes to the study ofrhetoric, specifically to the inaugural address genre. 
Chapter 2: Literature Review 
In this chapter a discussion of the literature reviewed for the thesis will 
provide a firm background for this study. Included in this review are works by 
scholars on the formation of genre criticism and the evolution of the term since its 
formal conception in 1965. Also discussed are different analyses of inaugural 
addresses both from a generic evaluation and other rhetorical modes. Additionally, 
this chapter reviews the work relevant to the study of Mexican history and of 
President Vicente Fox himself. 
Section 1: Literature on Genre 
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The concept of genre, drawn from literary and rhetorical theory, describes 
commonly recognized categories of discourse. Literary critics have traditionally 
defined genre to refer to a classification ofliterary works based on form and topic, 
such as, novels, poetry, and drama. Rhetoricians have classified a wider range of 
discourse into genres, such as, eulogies, speeches of apologia, and inaugural 
addresses by a variety of characteristics including their form, subject, audience, and 
situation (Campbell and Jamieson, 1976; Miller, 1984). This research analyzes the 
latter. 
Wayland Parrish (1954) suggested in his article, "The Study of Speeches," 
that the classifications put forth by Aristotle have "profoundly influenced nearly all 
subsequent writers" and "this points toward a careful analysis of the situation that 
called forth the address" (p. 41). The concept of the situation having relevance to the 
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rhetorical act was then furthered by Edwin Black (1965), theorizing that "there are a 
limited number of situations in which a rhetor can find himself' and "that there is a 
limited number of ways in which a rhetor can and will respond rhetorically to any 
given situation type" (p. 133). Black coined the term "generic criticis~" to describe 
the idea that certain situations call for certain types of discourse. 
Lloyd Bitzer furthered the discussion of the importance of the situation in his 
1968 article, "The Rhetorical Situation," in which he argued that "the motives derived 
from a situation may account for the characteristics of the message" (p. 59). Although 
not every situation may lead to an appropriate discourse, every discourse is called into 
existence by the situation. Therefore, the rhetoric of an inaugural address is called 
into existence by the ceremony of inauguration itself. This situation requires a type of 
speech, or rather a genre of speech, in which the speech follows an established type of 
discourse to meet the situational requirements. 
Yates and Orlikowski (1992) define genres as being invoked in response to a 
commonly recognized recurrent situation, which includes the history and nature of 
established practices, social relations, and communication policies. A genre also has a 
socially defined and shared communicative purpose with regard to its audience. 
Genres serve as a way of creating order as they recognize and construct actions in 
recurrent or typified situations (Yates and Orlikowski, 1992; Miller, 1984). The 
shared purpose of a genre is based not on· a' single individual's motive for 
communicating, but on a purpose that is recognizable and reinforced by some 
audience. 
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Kathleen Hall Jamieson and Karlyn Kohrs Campbell are the leading experts in 
genre criticism (Jamieson, 1975; Campbell & Jamieson, 1976, 1982, 1985, 1990). 
Genre, as suggested in Campbell and Jamieson's book, Form and Genre Shaping 
Rhetorical Action (1976), is the "dynamic fusions of substantive, stylistic, and 
situational elements and as constellations that are strategic responses to the demands 
of the situation and the purposes of the rhetor" (p. 20). Campbell and Jamieson's 
definition states that rhetoric is the response from a speaker's motives, prior speeches 
of the same genre, situational limits, audience preconceptions, and from a host of 
other causes. 
Genre criticism, Miller (1984) suggests, "is valuable not because it might 
permit the creation of some kind of taxonomy, but because it emphasizes some social 
and historical aspects ofrhetoric that other perspectives do not" (p. 151). For 
example, Steven Misters argues in his 1986 article, "Reagan's Challenger Tribute: 
Combining Generic Constraints and Situational Demands," that ignoring the notion of 
a genre in Reagan's speech would have been insensitive to universal expectations of a 
eulogy, even if it had discussed various aspects of the accident. Thus, in the case of 
eulogies, as in the case of speeches of apologia, inaugural addresses, and other 
generic artifacts, rhetors use a conventional form because these artifacts are 
developed in situations with similar structures and elements. Rhetors will respond in 
similar ways to similar situations, having learned from previous addresses what is 
appropriate and what effects their actions are likely to have on other people. 
Hart (1990) suggests that genres are "preservative" as they both conserve and 
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extend social patterns (p. 190). He concludes that there are many reasons to use 
generic criticism: including the exposure of cultural tastes, explanation of rhetorical 
power, indexing social change, revealing psychological style, uncovering latent 
trends, and providing evaluative standards. Rhetorical genres also suggest 
"possibilities" by providing rhetors with a multitude of established genres from which 
to borrow and use in a given situation. Genres also "facilitate listening" as recurring 
rhetorical patterns create expectations in audiences (pp. 191-193). 
When unique situations occur, rhetors may turn to "antecedent" or "ancestral" 
genres (Jamieson, 1975, p. 406). Jamieson uses the example of George Washington's 
first State of the Union address and its comparison to that of the Speech from the 
Throne during the State Opening of Parliament in the United Kingdom (p. 413). 
Stephen Lucas (1986) borrowed this concept from Jamieson in his article, "Genre 
Criticism and Historical Context: The Case of George Washington's First Inaugural 
Address," suggesting that George Washington's inaugural address was an antecedent 
genre of military office-taking. 
Section 2: Inaugural Address Literature 
Inaugural addresses have since created their own rhetorical genre, since they 
have a recurrence of similar forms that share substantive, stylistic, and situational 
characteristics. Proof of this can be seen in the case of John F. Kennedy. Wolfarth 
(1961) presents in his article, "John F. Kennedy in the Tradition of Inaugural 
Speeches," a framework for an inaugural address rhetorical tradition. Wolfarth's 
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article, although written prior to the term "generic criticism," compares the former 
addresses of U.S. presidents with that of President John F. Kennedy to establish 
similarities within the speeches. Lucas (1986) also mentions the importance of 
similarities in inaugural addresses in his article, "Genre Criticism and Historical 
Context: The Case of George Washington's First Inaugural Address." While the 
focus of Lucas' article is that of George Washington, he too mentions Kennedy and 
how after being elected president, Kennedy had his speech writers study the inaugural 
addresses of previous presidents for guidance in creating his own address (p. 356). 
In Deeds Done in Words (1990), Campbell and Jamieson devote an entire 
chapter to the formation of the inaugural address genre. They suggested that 
"inauguration is a rite of passage," and, therefore, creates a need for the newly-elected 
president to make a public address (p. 15). These addresses have a "synthetic core in 
which certain significant rhetorical elements, e.g., a system of belief, lines of 
argument, stylistic choices, and the perception of the situation, are fused into an 
indivisible whole" (Campbell & Jamieson, 1976, p. 409). 
Of particular interest to this study is the article by Sang-Chui Lee and Karlyn 
Kohrs Campbell (1994), "Korean President Roh Tae-Woo's 1988 Inaugural Address: 
Campaigning for Investiture." Lee and Campbell's article examines the inaugural 
address given by the South Korean President Roh Tae-Woo and observes the cross-
cultural similarities between the Korean address and the American genre put forth by 
Campbell and Jamieson. The authors suggest that although Roh's presidential 
inaugural have significant cross-cultural differences, it still typifies the genre by 
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meeting the four requirements for the inaugural address genre. 
Section 3: Literature on Mexican Topics 
With the exception of Lee and Campbell's article, genre criticism as a 
rhetorical study is centered on that of American and British discourse (YI olfarth, 
1961; Campbell & Jamieson, 1975, 1976, 1982, 1985, 1990; Jablonski, 1979; Fisher, 
1980; Carlson, 1985; Smith & Smith, 1985; Lucas, 1986; Mister, 1986; Gunn, 2004). 
Relatively little work in rhetorical criticism has focused on Mexican rhetoric, and on 
the rhetoric of Mexican leaders in particular. Professor Evan Blythin of the University 
ofNevada, Las Vegas, presented a paper at the annual meeting of the Western Speech 
Communication Association in February 1985, concluding that the "rhetorical 
practices of Mexico warrant further examination." The rhetoric of Mexican discourse 
needs to be examined, Blythin argues, because of the "economic and political 
problems" that "threaten the security and peace of the Mexican nation." These 
problems would warrant an exigence and cause a rhetorical situation meriting 
examination. 
In researching further into the rhetoric of Mexican topics, one discovers very 
few scholarly articles. Most rhetorical research is centered on Mexican-Americans, 
and on immigration in particular (Powers, 1973; Jensen & Hammerback, 1980; 
Gonzalez, 1989, 1990; Demo, 2005; Rinderle, 2005). In general, rhetorical research 
for Mexicans living in Mexico, and Mexican presidents in specific, is disappointingly 
limited. 
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Although Mexico, and more specifically Vicente Fox, has received little 
attention by scholars in the realm of the communication discipline, research on the 
two by historians and political scientists is plentiful. For evaluating the history of 
Mexico, several scholarly articles are helpful (Brunks, 1998; Carnin and Meyer, 1999; 
' ·!· 1., 
Cary, 2000; Guzman, 1982; Rodriguez, 1998; Mccaslin, 2005; Trillo and Lawson, 
1996; Vanderwood, 1976). In the realm of political science, the Journal of 
Democracy has several articles on the political philosophy of Mexico preceding Fox's 
election. The authors suggested that prior to the election in 2000, support for 
democracy in Mexico had declined, and that an authoritarian government was 
becoming the preference (Schedler, 2000; Shirk, 2000; Lagos, 2001; Piano & 
Puddington, 2001). 
Other Mexican political research includes Baker's 2006 paper presented at a 
conference on Mexico's 2006 elections at Harvard University. Baker suggests that the 
geographical locations of where people live (Northern Mexico versus Southern 
Mexico) plays a big part in which political party people are affiliated, whether it be 
the Institutional Revolutionary Party (PR!), the National Action Party (PAN), or the 
Party of the Democratic Revolution (PRD). Understanding where the political base is 
for each party became extremely important for the candidates in 2000 (Mebane, 2006; 
Klesner 2007). For example, Fox knowing that the PRD was heavily concentrated in 
the southern regions was able to demonstrate in these areas that the PRD candidate, 
Cardenas, was not doing well in public opinion polls. He was therefore able to pick 
up some of the votes from the south because PRD voters would rather a PAN 
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candidate be leader than a PRI candidate (Mebane). 
This is particularly helpful in the research of Vicente Fox because it allows for 
an understanding of the political viewpoint of Mexico during the first year of Fox's 
tenure and in examining his inaugural address. 
In addition, Vicente Fox and Rob Allyn's Revolution of Hope, provides 
insight into the life of Fox (2007). This biography, co-written for an American 
audience, is a look at Fox's life starting on a ranch and ending with his presidency. 
The authors proclaim that Fox was elected as a political outsider with a "message of 
honesty, change, and hope;" (back cover) a message Fox asserted in his inaugural 
address as well. 
Section 4: Conclusion 
This chapter began with a discussion of the literature reviewed for this thesis 
from scholars on the formation of genre criticism. It then reviewed the literature of 
inaugural addresses both from a generic perspective and other rhetorical modes. 
Finally, this chapter reviewed the work relevant to the study of Mexican history and 
of President Vicente Fox himself. This examination ofliterature has provided 
pertinent information for the background of this thesis. 
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Chapter 3: Historical Background 
This chapter provides information on the historical background necessary for 
understanding this study. In analyzing the inaugural address of Vicente Fox, one must 
be familiar wjth the history of Mexico before examining the four rhetorical strategies 
in the inaugural geme. Section 1 presents the history of the first democratic rule in 
Mexico beginning in the early 1800s. This fight for democracy is a key ideology that 
Fox used in his address to affirm communal values. Section 2 gives insight into the 
discrimination against indigenous people in Mexico that led to the Mexican 
Revolution. This section is vital in understanding how the address integrates changing 
communal values and creating unity for all people. Section 3 presents the former 
dominant political party, the PRI, and its long lasting reign over Mexico. Section 4 
describes the three main political parties in Mexico since the 1990s. The 2000 
election and Vicente Fox's landmark victory are explored in Section 5. Finally, 
Section 6 is a short biography on Vicente Fox himself 
Section 1: Independence and the Fight for Democracy 
Spain ruled its colony, New Spain (today Mexico), with relatively few 
problems for nearly 300 years after the fall of the Aztec Empire. However, citizens in 
New Spain revolted in 1808, with the change of power from the king of Spain to 
Joseph Bonaparte, Napoleon's brother (Cary, 2000, p. 34). Some demanded 
independence while others desired the return of power to the former king. Miguel 
Hidalgo y Costilla, a priest from a small village, sought the former, and led a revolt 
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for independence. 
Although legendary, Hidalgo's revolt was short-lived and he was shot in 
1811. Mexico finally gained independence in 1822, after eleven years of coup d'etats, 
revolts, bloodshed, and treaties. A republic was proclaimed, and Guadalupe Victoria 
became the first president. Mexico, however, was not prepared for such a sudden 
democracy (Benson, 1945). President after president was assassinated and revolt after 
revolt took place until the popular conservative leader, Antonio Lopez de Santa Anna 
was elected to the position in 1833. 
Santa Anna dominated Mexican politics from 1833 to 1854 and was elected 
president of Mexico 11 straight times (McCaslin, 2005, p. 30). After more than 20 
years reigning over the new republic, Santa Anna was finally exiled from the country 
after a revolt led by liberals who demanded a voice in the government. 
From the liberal groups arose a leader who would become the most famous 
historical hero for Mexico, Benito Pablo Juarez. Elected president in 1861, Juarez 
became famous for his integrity and unwavering loyalty to democracy (Guzman, 
1982). However, after Juarez decided to suspend interest payments on foreign loans, 
Napoleon III of France sent troops across the Atlantic to conquer Mexico. Juarez was 
forced to flee and Maximilian, archduke of Austria, became the Emperor of the 
Mexican Empire, thereby ending democracy in the new country. 
Maximilian ruled the empire from 1864 to 1865. According to the Monroe 
Doctrine, however, no European country could interfere with the newly founded 
nations in the Americas. Therefore, the United States pressured Napoleon ill to 
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withdraw his forces from Mexico. Troops trapped and executed Maximilian under the 
command of General Porfirio Diaz. Juarez regained control of the country in 1867. 
Juarez died in 1872 and he was succeeded by Sebastian Lerdo de Tejada. 
However, w~ep Lerdo de Tejada sought reelection in 1876, Porfirio Diaz led a revolt 
and appointed himself "president" in 1877 (Rodriguez, 1998, p. 236). Diaz ruled for 
only one term and in 1880 stepped down in favor of his chosen successor Manuel 
Gonzalez (Vanderwood, 1976). The idea of an autocratic democracy, or dictatorship, 
was thus born in Mexican politics as the outgoing president chose the incoming 
leader. However, after Gonzalez's term ended in 1884, Diaz reappointed himself 
president and ruled until 1911. 
The fight for independence in Mexico is significant for this study because it 
became an ideology for the Mexican people. Like the mention of George Washington 
in the United States, the mention of Juarez creates a sense of pride for the people of 
Mexico as he has "endured as Mexico's symbol for democracy" (Trillo, 1996, 78). 
Heroic leaders like Juarez and Hildago represent democracy for today's Mexico - a 
type of democracy that had not existed up until 2000. Instead, Diaz's type of 
democracy, where the outgoing president nominated the incoming president, ruled the 
political life of twentieth century Mexico. 
Section 2: Indigenous Inequalities 
The discrimination towards the indigenous groups of Mexico is important to 
this research because it too becomes an ideology for the Mexican people, a dogma 
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that holds these people inferior within the societal hierarchy. This social injustice was 
formed prior to Diaz's tenure as president, but it was reinforced during his 
administration. 
Dia2,_ favored tp.e social elites and believed that the rich should get richer. He 
. . . '. . 
increased the wealth of the rich by assigning them communal lands, known as 
haciendas (Rodriguez). The land for these haciendas had previously belonged to the 
indigenous tribes and whenever an Indian rebellion would begin, Diaz would sell the 
their land to the rich land owners which placed the Indians in a system of involuntary 
servitude - similar to sharecropping in the United States. Due to this unfair 
distribution of land, a group led by Emiliano Zapata started a large rebellion from the 
south in 1910. The Ejercito Libertador de! Sur or ELS (Liberation Anny of the South) 
aligned with Francisco I. Madero to overthrow the Diaz dictatorship (Brunk, 1998, p. 
457). They fought to end hacienda infringement on the land and water. 
In the 1910 election against Madero, Diaz was reelected. However, a year 
later he was forced to resign thus ending a 30 year reign and Madero became 
president. Once in office, however, Madero did little for land reform and for the 
rights of the indigenous people. Therefore, the ELS began to question his leadership 
(Vanderwood). Zapata and the ELS, who became known as the Zapatistas, began a 
rebellion that became known as the Mexican Revolution. 
A new constitution was written aflhe close of the Mexican Revolution in 
1917. The new constitution prohibited a president from serving consecutive terms and 
returned communal lands to the Indians (Camin and Meyer, 1999). Although the 
constitution provided labor and social welfare provisions, the indigenous people 
would be left at the bottom of a caste hierarchy for decades. 
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Even though Madero did not really help the Indian tribes, a mute point in 
much of Mexican philosophy, he went down in Mexican history as a hero who fought 
against an evil dictator. Like Hidalgo and Juarez before him, Madero is recognized 
for his bravery in fighting for democracy for Mexico. 
Section 3: Reign of the PRI 
After the Mexican Revolution and the Constitution of 1917, political 
turbulence continued in the nation. The victorious factions of the Revolution violently 
struggled for power for nearly 12 years. Then in 1929, the National Revolutionary 
Party (PNR) was formed by Plutarco Elias Calles to guarantee a peaceful transition 
from one president to the next (Baker, 2006). 
In 1934, Lazaro Cardenas became president and the first successful peaceful 
transmission ofleadership was put into effect (Camin and Meyers). In 1938, Cardenas 
changed the name of the party to the Party of the Mexican Revolution (PRM). Then 
, finajly, in 1946, the party again changed its name to the Institutional Revolutionary 
Party (PRI). 
The PR!, based on socialist ideals and centralist or moderate politics used the 
political philosophy set up by Diaz in the late 1800s. The outgoing president would 
select his successor. Although general elections still existed for the presidency, the 
person chosen by the previous president would win the election through practices of 
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corruption and electoral frand. The PRI was thereby able to control Mexican politics 
for 71 years. 
During the late 1980s and 1990s, however, the power of the PRI began to 
decline. The first.serious threat to the PRI's domination was in the 1988 presidential 
elections. Cuauhtemoc Cardenas, son of former President Lazaro Cardenas, ran for 
president with the support ofleftist coalitions. During the day of the election, the 
computer used to count the votes crashed. When it came back online Cardenas was 
declared the loser. He claimed misconduct and fraud, but nonetheless his rival Carlos 
Salinas became the president. Although he lost, and the results disputed, politics in 
Mexico were beginning to change. Numerous electoral reforms were put into place 
and began to open up the political system allowing opposition parties to gain election 
victories at the local level (Baker). 
The second big blow to the party came in 1994 with the ratification of the 
North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA). The Zapatistas, the revolutionary 
group that had been basically dormant since the early 1900s, resurfaced to protest the 
signing ofNAFTA. The Zapatistas felt that NAFTA would widen the gap between 
the rich and the poor; so they declared war on the Mexican government. The guerilla 
warfare tactics used. by the group, such as, deception and ambush, shocked the 
country and in 1996 an accord was signed giving autonomy and special rights to the 
indigenous populations (Brunk). 
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Section 4: Political Parties in Mexico 
Mexico has three major parties: the PRI, the PRD, and the PAN (see Table I). 
Aforementioned, the PRI ruled Mexico for the majority of the twentieth century. 
However, in the 1990s, other political parties began to challenge for participation in 
the government, most notably the PRD and the PAN. The PRD was founded by 
prominent PRI members in 1989 after Cuauhtemoc Cardenas won the presidential 
election in 1988, but was denied victory by fraudulent means (Baker). The PRD, like 
the PRI, is based on socialist ideals and central/leftist politics. The PAN, on the other 
hand, tends to be more conservative and based more on capitalism. It was created in 
the late 1930s by Mexican Roman Catholics, but did not yield much force against the 
PRI (Klesner, 2007). 
Many researchers discovered that the Mexican political system was not a three 
party system like many believed, but rather two separate, two party systems (Baker, 
2006; Mebane, 2006; Klesner, 2007). That is, the northern half of Mexico was 
controlled by two parties, the PRI versus the PAN. Whereas, the southern half of 
Mexico consisted of a different two party system, the PRI versus the PRD. Baker 
(2006) stated in his conference paper at Harvard University, the reason could be 
divided into four categories: "wealth-related factors, religiosity, urbanization, and 
political-historical factors" (2). 
The liberal PRD party gained most of its support from the south because of its 
social programs in rural areas (Baker). Alternatively, the conservative PAN party won 
favors predominantly in the north because of a higher income level, stronger Catholic 
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faith, and increased industry (K.lesner, 2007). 
Table 1 Political Ideologies and Support in Mexico 
Support Similar to Similar to 
Party Philosophy by Class U.S. Politics European Politics 
PRI Centralist/Socialist Middle Democrat European Socialists 
PRD Liberal/Socialist Lower Democrat European Socialists 
PAN Conservative Upper Republican Christian Democrats 
Note. The similarities of foreign politics are for clarification purposes and are the opinion of the author. 
These similarities are based on information provided from each of the Mexican Political Parties' 
official websites: www.pri.org.mx, www.prd.org.mx, and www.pan.org.mx and then compared with 
the political parties of the United States and European Union. 
Section 5: 2000 Elections 
Prior to 2000, the Mexican presidential elections were merely for show; 
"elections really did not matter much in the region" (Poire, 1999, 24). At the end of 
President Ernesto Zedillo' s tenure as president, Zedillo decided not to use the 
political philosophy set up by Diaz of selecting a successor. Instead, the next 
president of Mexico would be based on a free election. In 2000, then-governor of 
Guanajuato, Vicente Fox, decided to run for president. He secured his nomination for 
his political party, the PAN, with the help of a coalition party, the Alianza por el 
Cambia or Alliance for Change (Avila, 2005). The Alliance for Change wanted to see 
democracy restored to Mexico and saw Vicente Fox as the man who could bring 
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about that change. 
In the early stages of campaigning, a dispute was aired on public television 
between the three main candidates. Fox wanted to have the first presidential debate 
the day of the television airing, but Cuauhtemoc Cardenas of the PRD and Francisco 
'I ., 
Labastida of the PRI wanted to have it later in the week on a Friday afternoon. For 
several minutes during the televised dispute, Fox repeatedly stated, "Hoy! Hoy! 
Hoy!" (Today! Today! Today!). The debate was eventually decided to take place a 
few days later, but the message from the Fox camp was clear: the other candidates 
want change tomorrow, while Fox wants change for Mexico to start today (Avila, p. 
72). 
Change became the prevalent issue of the 2000 election. According to 
statistical research, change was the primary reason for supporting Fox's candidacy 
(Dominguez, 2004). The concept of change came in two forms: better competence in 
managing the economy and reducing corruption. 
The state of the economy was a key issue in the presidential race. Mexico had 
suffered a devastating recession between 1994 and 1995, and although it was five 
years later, the crisis lingered due to lack of employment (Dominguez, 2004). 
Previous presidents had continued to promise a more stable Mexican economy for 
decades, but failed to deliver (Frohling, Gallaher, & Jones, 2001). Fox was able to 
capitalize on the fact that he was not affiliated with the broken promises of the PRI. 
Moreover, voters held incumbent political leaders accountable for the 1994/1995 
recession allowing opposition candidates, like Fox and Cardenas, to exploit this 
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dissatisfaction. 
A big challenge for Fox and Cardenas, however, was whether they could 
convince the Mexican people they could in fact beat the powerful PRI. For the first 
time in Mexican political history, Fox used opinion polls to demonstrate his large 
support and approval rating. He used the polls to also show the low approval ratings 
for the PRD candidate, Cardenas. Thereby ending the chances for Cardenas and 
moving the PRD would-be voters to support Fox. 
On July 2, 2000, the day of his 58th birthday, Vicente Fox won the 
presidential election with 43% of the popular vote, followed by Labastida with 36%, 
and Cardenas with 17% (CNN, 2000). It was the first time in more than seventy years 
that a PRI candidate was not president. 
Section 6: Vicente Fox 
To understand Vicente Fox, his political ideology, and the concepts in his 
inaugural address, one must first understand Fox's family history. His grandfather, 
Joseph Louis Fuchs, was a German immigrant living in Cincinnati, Ohio. To become 
more assimilated into US culture, he changed his name from Fuchs, meaning "Fox" 
in German, to Fox (Fox and Allyn, 2007, p. 4). Cincinnati, however, was going 
through an economic slow period and Joseph Fox was unable to find a stable job. 
Looking for a place that had economic security and welcomed Catholic immigrants, 
Joseph Fox immigrated to Mexico in the 1890s. He worked as a night watchman at a 
carriage factory until he saved up enough money to buy a ranch in the state of 
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Guanajuato in 1915 (Fox and Allyn). 
In 1934, under President Lazaro Cardenas, Mexican land was taken from 
farmers and redistributed as ejidos to the poor. An ejido is a piece of land that is· 
owned by the government, but communal farmers farm it. Joseph Fox W!15 outraged at 
the amount ofland that he lost since he was originally only allowed to keep two 
hundred acres out of the nine thousand acres he previously had. However, he ·was able 
to convince the government that he should be able to keep one thousand acres, since 
he had one son and three daughters, each getting two hundred acres (Fox and Allyn, 
p. 27). Although Joseph Fox lost significant acreage due to Cardenas' land reform, he 
continued to have more land than any of his neighbors. 
Although Joseph Fox stayed in Mexico for the remainder of his life, he never 
learned Spanish and only spoke English. When his children were old enough to start 
school, he sent them to a nearby city which had a Catholic school that taught in 
English and French. It was at this school that his son, Jose, met his wife, Mercedes, 
the daughter of a wealthy French merchant. Jose was sent to the school to retain his 
US immigrant father's English and Mercedes was sent to retain her immigrant 
father's French. After the two were married they began having children - nine in 
total. Their second child, Vicente, was born on July 2, 1942. While Vicente was 
Mexican by origin of birth, both of his parents were children of immigrants. 
Vicente spent his childhood growing up on the family ranch in Guanajuato. 
Since the Fox's ranch was large, the family hired peasants to farm the land. Vicente 
grew up with these peasants and realized their struggles. Although the Fox family was 
wealthier than many of their neighbors, Vicente was "blissfully unaware of class 
differences" (p. 31). These struggles of the ejido and peasant farm workers are 
mentioned in his inaugural address as an important issue that needs to be resolved. 
When Vicente was a teenager, Joseph Fox sent him to a boarding school in 
Wisconsin to learn English for one year. When he returned to Mexico he moved to 
Mexico City and attended the Universidad Iberoamericana, where he pursued a 
degree in business. Then in 1964, he transferred to Harvard University where he 
received his diploma (p. 54). 
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After graduating from Harvard, Vicente went back to Mexico to work for The 
Coca-Cola Company. He started as a route supervisor and drove a delivery truck, but 
quickly rose in the company to become supervisor of Coca-Cola's operations in 
Mexico, and then later in all of Latin America (p. xiv). 
After 15 years of service, Vicente left Coca-Cola to begin participating in 
various public activities in Guanajuato. He joined the PAN in March 1988 (Fox and 
Allyn, p. 46). That same year he ran for and was elected as a member of the Congress 
representing the III Federal District in Guanajuato (Fox and Allyn, p. 127). After his 
service in Congress, Fox returned to Guanajuato in hopes of becoming the regional 
governor. In 1991, he ran for the position, but lost to Ramon Aguirre Velazquez of 
the PRI (Poire). Four years later, Fox decided to run again and was elected in 1995. In 
2000, Vicente Fox decided to run for the Mexican presidency. He secured his 
candidacy by representing a coalition between the PAN and the Ecological Green 
Party. This coalition afforded him the opportunity to campaign nationally for change 
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within Mexico. On July 2, 2000, he was elected the President of Mexico. 
Section 7: Conclusion 
This cµapter has provided a historical background for the major part of this 
thesis. First, it analyzed the fight for independence in Mexico and the fight for 
democracy-two key concepts found within Fox's address. Next, it provided a brief 
history of the troubles of indigenous people who are included in Fox's Mexican 
identity. It then reviewed the long reign of the PR!, the political party that dominated 
twentieth-century Mexico. Subsequently, the chapter discussed the different political 
' parties in Mexico and their ideologies. Then, the chapter provided a brief overview of 
the 2000 elections as a precursor to Fox's victory. Finally, the chapter detailed the 
history of the Fox family and the life of Vicente. These sections come together to 
provide a firm understanding for the analysis of the inaugural address in the next 
chapter. 
Chapter 4: Analysis 
On December 1, 2000, newly-elected President Vicente Fox gave his 
inaugural address to the Mexican people. Since Fox was the first president in mqre 
than 70 years \o be freely-elected, his address becomes all the more important to 
study because his presidential rhetoric resembled a real democracy. The change of 
government demanded an inaugural address that would satisfy the audience in a 
democracy. This chapter will examine the discourse that is used in President Fox's 
inaugural address and will provide the analysis for the major part ofthis study. 
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Fox's speech deployed many aspects similar to those used in the inaugural 
address by presidents of the United States. Thus, it fits into the inaugural address 
genre. The inaugural address genre was developed by Campbell and Jamieson (1990) 
as a way to account for recurring variables in this type of discourse. They discovered 
that the presidential inaugurals have functions that are both unique and powerful. The 
critic should analyze the speech to see if it possesses four elements that characterize 
the essential aspects of the address and differentiate it from other types of rhetoric. 
Campbell and Jamieson (1990) suggest that the inaugural address: 
(1) unifies the audience by reconstituting its members as the people, 
who can witness and ratify the ceremony; (2) rehearses communal 
values drawn from the past; (3) sets forth the political principles that 
will govern the new administratiort; and (4) demonstrate through 
enactment that the president appreciates the requirements and 
limitations of executive functions (p. 15). 
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The subsequent analysis is an examination of Fox's address as it compares to each of 
the four aspects of the inaugural genre. This data was obtained from the Mexican 
Government's website and is the official translated transcript of the speech given to 
the nation by Mexjcan President Vicente Fox after his confinnatiop. to office.1 
Section 1: The Creation of Unity 
Fox's inaugural address produced visions of unity so listeners were able to 
identify and accept the re-creation of a democratic nation. Unity is a concept 
understandably useful to newly elected politicians because it creates a setting where 
people can witness the ratification of the change in power (Campbell & Jamieson, 
1990). Fox's inaugural address includes ample examples of unification in the 
introduction of his speech: "All ofus participated in this civil celebration," and, "The 
victory belonged to all ofus" and the efforts of"all of Mexico's men and women 
should be proudly recognized" (Appendix A, lines 24, 28, and 35). Within the "all of 
Mexico," Fox was attempting to create unity. 
Fox began his address by including everyone as one nation without distinction 
in unifying his audience. He started the speech by suggesting his victory to office 
symbolized a victory for democracy in Mexico. It was the dream of"all the Mexican 
people" and that "the victory belonged to all ofus." In fact, Fox frequently used the 
personal pronouns of "us" and "we" throughout his address to bring the diverse 
groups in Mexico together.2 As many scholars suggest, (Berger & Luclanann, 1967; 
Majors, 2007) reality is socially constructed; th~refore, the way in which people make 
sense of the world is through llll1guage. With the number of times Fox used the 
pronoun "us" (12 times) and "we" (67 times), one can infer that he was trying to 
create a reality of a Mexican unity through his use of language. 
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Fox began his speech by including all Mexicans as one people, regardless of 
ethnicity, ide9logy, or even physical location. He later distinguishes between these 
three categorizations, but the importance of distinction is not to exclude anyone. 
Rather, the distinction is to incorporate everyone in the speech. The indigenous co-
culture, the opposition political party, and even the immigrants living abroad in the 
United States contribute to the Mexican identity. In this section, observation and 
analysis will be given to these three divisions as a way to incorporate and include all 
Mexicans, which will fulfill the first requirement in the inaugural address genre. 
Campbell and Jamieson (1990) point out that the appeals for unity are most 
common in addresses that follow "divisive campaigns" (p. 16). Surely the road to the 
presidency was difficult; after all, Fox did not even receive 50% of the votes 
(Schedler, 2000, p. 15). This call for unity is furthered when he stated, "Political and 
ideological differences are an integral part of all democratic societies; rather than 
dividing us, they enrich us" (Appendix A, lines 185-187). He was creating a single 
people. 
Fox had to cross partisan lines and incorporate all Mexicans, regardless of 
their political ideologies, for "such factors as ideology and social constituency will 
result in greater stability" (Reiter, 1980, p. 316). Fox furthered this when he 
suggested: 
Political stability and democratic change affect each other. It is 
practically impossible to isolate ourselves without losing effectiveness, 
and it is an illusion to believe that one can occur without the other 
(Appendix A, lines 152-154). 
The stability would allow for Fox to take office and for his audience to ratify the 
change in power. 
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Power is about the relationship of differences, and particularly about the 
effects of differences in social structures (Majors, 2007). Fox needed to unify the 
country to maintain power even through the ideological differences, which were 
expressed when Fox stated, "We cannot set policy ifwe worship our differences" 
(Appendix A, line 185). Such an argument had persuasive qualities because it bridged 
the people from the different parties together. After all, Mexico would not be able to 
function without the cooperation of these parties. By invoking a plan to work 
together, Fox was unifying people with different political philosophies. This is again 
furthered when he requested: 
I call on all political parties to build, without prejudice, a dignified and 
transparent relationship without any subservience; I call them to a 
frank and spontaneous exchange of arguments and purposes with the 
new administration, so that together we can make progress in creating 
a legal framework for the process of change (Appendix A, lines 85-
88). 
The argument that unifying the country will allow for advancement is illustrated 
when Fox suggests "that together we can make progress" (Appendix A, line 87). 
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Campbell and Jamieson (1990) suggest that "great inaugurals reenact the original 
process by which the people and their leaders 'form a more perfect union"' (p. 17). 
They further this argument by stating that this reenactment "reconstitute[s] the 
audience as tqe people and constitute[ s] the citizenry as a people ... able to transcend 
• J - ' '_, ➔ 
political differences" (p. 17). This is the importance of the first element in the 
inaugural genre. 
Since the 1911 revolution, Mexico has wanted to integrate the indigenous 
communities into the national society (Touraine, 2002). The goal for integration was 
to incorporate the communities, but at the same time recognize each community by 
promoting the concept that Mexico is a nation of mixed races. Therefore, it is easy to 
understand why Fox both incorporated these communities, as well as specifically 
recognized them as a whole: 
Brothers and sisters of the indigenous communities, to my friends of 
the indigenous people: Allow me to address you in a special way. As 
President of Mexico, I responsibly pledge to create conditions that 
make possible the ongoing participation of each and every one of you, 
of your communities and your peoples ... that guarantee the full 
· exercise of your autonomy and your self-determination in national 
unity (Appendix A, lines 428-439). 
Within this brief acknowledgement of indigenous communities, Fox evokes a family 
metaphor ("Brothers and sisters of the indigenous communities"). As Kendall and 
Kendall (1993) suggest, "Political negotiations are strongly associated with this 
[family] metaphor" (p. 153). Fox incorporated these communities in his address to 
create unity with the people by negotiating a national unity. 
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Fox continued his speech by specifically addressing the indigenous people in 
Chiapas: "In C.hii!Pl!S there will be a new dawn!" (Appendix A, line~~)- The 
importance of this group resided in their opposition to the Mexican government for 
not being a real democratic country. "If the Zapatista movement is so well known, it 
is not because of the balaclava they always wear to make them look like bandits, but 
because their discourse and action sought after something which had been missing for 
nearly a century: a democracy" (Touraine, 2002, p. 394). 
Fox highlighted this one group because it had been the most notorious 
indigenous community to be adamantly opposed to the Mexican government (see 
Chapter 3). This acknowledgment emphasized the creation of unity of all Mexicans, 
including the indigenous. 
Also included in this unity of all Mexicans are the immigrants living abroad. 
Interestingly, Fox included the Mexican citizens living abroad in his creation of a 
Mexican identity, but why? How could unifying expatriates be a part of the inaugural 
address genre? Besides his own personal experiences with immigration,3 one 
conclusion could be that since Fox had to unify the audience, he had to include all 
Mexicans, even those living in the United States. This is because Mexicans living 
abroad still identify themselves as Mei,ic1tris·and most plan on returning to Mexico. 
Also, a large portion of Mexico's population relies heavily on the financial support 
from their family members living abroad. By including the Mexicans abroad, Fox 
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unified not only the immigrants, but their families in Mexico as well. 
There is no doubt that the immigrants living in the United States are sending 
money back to their families which sparks economic growth in Mexico. After all, 
"economic necessity is arguably the main reason for the displacement of the Mexican 
diaspora" (Rinderle, 2005, p. 297). The emigrants hold power because of their 
growing economic and social impact. Fox knew the emigrants had political power 
because their families back home in Mexico elected him to the position. 
So then, when Fox stated, "Globalization is the hallmark of our times, but we 
must reconcile with Mexico's interests," he realized the importance of the migrant 
workers in the United States (Appendix A, line 596). Fox continued his appreciation 
of the emigrants with, "My administration will not leave our dear migrants, our 
heroic [italics added] migrants, on their own" (Appendix A, line 607). By 
incorporating the emigrants, Fox creates a national identity of both the members 
living abroad and the families living in Mexico. While most Mexicans living abroad 
did not vote in the presidential elections, their family members in Mexico did. As a 
result, Fox was dependent on the emigrants' families for support and, therefore, the 
emigrants. 
-Fox was able to create this one nation by unifying the people into one national 
identity. This national identity, made up of many diverse co-cultures, is unified by 
common goals and values. At the same 'ti~e, however, these unifying discourses 
often separated the co-cultures by celebrating their differences fi:oin mainstream 
Mexican practices. Together, these seemingly contradictory messages ultimately 
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strengthened the unity Fox sought to develop. 
Section 2: Reference to Communal Values 
The second characteristic in satisfying the requirements of the inaugural genre 
is the rehearsal of communal values from the past. It is the characteristic in the 
inaugural address genre that can best be described as appreciating history. This 
rhetorical strategy in such addresses unites a people by calling upon historical figures 
and events to reaffirm their patriotism to the country and the leader. Andrea 
Baumeister (2007) perhaps described the importance of this aspect best when she 
stated: 
Indeed, the idea of a shared national consciousness grounded in a 
common ancestry, language and history fills an important motivational 
or solidarity gap as it unites subjects into citizens of a single political 
community- into members who can feel responsible for one another 
[ original italics] (p. 485) 
In order for the audience to identify with Fox, he had to draw on the cultural past. 
Jtirgen Habermas (1998) recognized the importance of this reference to cultural 
values coining the term constitutional patriotism, meaning citizens should rely on a 
shared sense of values, and suggested "that if citizens are to passionately identify with 
the state, constitutional patriotism will have to be 'nourished' by cultural traditions 
that support it" (p. 404 ). 
The constitutional patriotism Habermas mentions can definitely be seen 
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throughout the speech by Fox. In fact, the communal values Fox used in his address 
can be categorized into three sections: (1) by mentioning the political history of 
Mexico, (2) by paying tribute to Mexican heroes, and (3) by drawing on the concept 
of what it is to be Mexican. 
Fox's first task in affirming communal values was to mention Mexico's 
political history. The government of Mexico has had a long history of being corrupt 
and Fox ran his campaign on the idea of changing Mexican politics. He wanted to 
make Mexico a democracy in which politicians were held responsible to the people. 
He therefore needed to mention the historical significance of his inaugural as a 
democratically elected president. Throughout the address, Fox repeatedly remarked 
on the corruption of the previous governments in Mexico. The success of his election 
was built on this campaign, which he suggested clearly: 
Corruption has left the Government's credibility with society at a very 
low ebb. Arrogance and arbitrary behavior make up the remainder of 
its image .... My administration's decisions will be consistent with 
our history, but I will not allow the past to determine the destiny and 
prospects of Mexico's future. History is made by looking always 
forward, but no relation to the past is healthy if it is not based on the 
truth (Appendix A, lines 308-309 and 321-324). 
It is ii.o secret in Mexico that political leaders are corrupt (Morris, 1999). Therefore, 
Fox had to recognize this cultural ideology and address it directly. If Fox wanted for 
the citizens to identify with the administration, he would have to break through these 
ideologies: 
The great challenge involved in the reform of the state lies in 
inaugurating a new political future after 71 years. We must therefore 
be b!;Jfd if! order to break free of old paradigms, inertia, and the 
recurrence of a political culture that viewed agreement as an act of 
capitulation and similar political viewpoints as full proof that someone 
had been co-opted (Appendix A, lines 120-124). 
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In connecting the historical values of the past with the great change for Mexico, Fox 
was able to draw on these communal values to construct his national identity as a 
freely-elected democratic leader. He furthers the rehearsal of communal values by 
paying tribute to previous Mexican leaders who also fought for democracy in Mexico. 
Framed as individual Mexican heroes, the tributes to these Mexican leaders fit 
into a larger perspective for the communal values. Collective memory and communal 
values drawn from the past are aspects that defines a person's identity. There is, as a 
result, perhaps no better way of creating a single people within an inaugural speech 
than by reiterating the history of the country. 
Fox, along with reemphasizing Mexico's non-democratic history during the 
past 71 years, mentions three important figures in Mexican culture. He mentions the 
sacrifice Francisco Madero made for the original "pursuit of democracy" in 1911. 
,·· 
Madero was a revolutionary leader and was'the first president after the 1911 
revolution. He served only two years before being assassinated. Fox later yells, 
"Juarez! Juarez! Juarez! Juarez! Juarez! Juarez!" (Appendix, line 484). Benito Juarez 
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is regarded as Mexico's greatest president. He is credited with resisting the French 
occupation, over throwing the Empire, and restoring the Republic (see Chapter 3).The 
last mention of a cultural figure was of Octavio Paz, who in Mexican society is held 
in great regard f<:>f his influential literature. Paz won the 1990 Nobel P~~ in literature 
for his work on Mexican culture and history. Fox states that Paz showed how 
Mexicans were "hiding behind [their] mask, hurt by ancestral wounds that provoked 
submission and frustration" (Appendix A, lines 493-494). 
· These three cultural figures not only represent a fight for democracy, but also 
represent the Mexican people themselves. Madero came from one of the riches 
families in Mexico, yet as president, served for the poor (Brunk, 1998). Juarez was 
born a peasant from full-blooded indigenous parents. He fulfilled the "American 
Dream" by becoming educated and working his way to become a lawyer, judge, and 
then politician.4 Paz wrote El Laberinto de la Soledad ("The Labyrinth of Solitude") 
in 1945, a study that became famous for its concepts on mestizo (mixed) identity- a 
majority of Mexicans who have ancestral ties to both Europeans and indigenous 
natives. One can infer, that Fox uses these three cultural figures because they 
represent the wealthy (Madero), the poor (Juarez), and everyone in between (Paz). 
Given the importance of communal values, it is not surprising that Fox, to 
reiterate Mexican history and mention Mexican heroes, also makes reference to what 
it means to be Mexican. This aspect ofhls speech, while being both a unifying factor, 
as well as communal value, stresses both humility and respect for the Mexican · 
people. Fox begins his address with a jab at Mexican political culture: "For perhaps 
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the first time in our history, no one arrived too late, nor were any left behind. Nothing 
hindered the free expression of our democratic will" (Appendix A, lines 26-27). The 
concept of time in Mexican culture can be considered one that is flexible and relaxed 
(Millan, 1996), Consequently, meetings and dates run at a slower pace and 
punctuality and time keeping are not closely observed. Thus, when Fox states "no one 
arrived too late," he is demonstrating the importance of this historical event by 
playing on what it is to be Mexican. Mexicans are constantly late; it is a communal 
value to enjoy life at a much slower pace (Martinez and Dorfman, 1998). The election 
was of such historic significance that no one was late. 
A testimonial given later in the address also brings up the issue of being 
Mexican. In order to discuss how important diversity is for Mexico, Fox makes 
reference to farm life and the benefits of using several hybrids of seeds: 
Like many of you in this chamber, and those of you throughout our 
country as well, I grew up on a ranch, on an ejido. All ofus in rural 
areas know that the best crops come from hybrids of several seeds, 
because even nature gains its greatest strength in diversity. That is how 
those of us who are farmers provide better feed for our cattle 
(Appendix A, lines 219-225). 
The communal values mentioned on being Mexican are that a large majority of 
Mexicans lived on ejidos. Ejidos were a iiystem whereby the government promoted 
the use of communal land shared by many people in a community. Although the Fox 
family was against the ejido system in the 1930s because of the land they lost, the 
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system allowed a young Vicente Fox to interact with children who were less fortune 
than his family. "The only difference between me and my boyhood friends were the 
opportunities I was afforded," Fox states in his biography (Fox and Allyn, p. 26). 
Even though the practice was ended in 1991, the ejido still remains a huge negative 
ideological concept in Mexican history (O'Toole, 2003). 
Beyond these suggestions of what it is to be Mexican, other points in Fox's 
speech suggest what the future of Mexican values will be. With the new democracy, 
for example, Fox states that Mexicans will be able to "trust" their leaders, will have 
"hope" for the future, and will no longer accept discrimination. He suggests that 
Mexicans will build their future to be better than the past by always reminding 
themselves of the past. 
Fox's address offers a complex and powerful confluence of history, heroes, 
and what it is to be Mexican. These three aspects combine to demonstrate what is 
regarded as important in Mexican society. Given these rehearsals of the communal 
values drawn from the past, the fulfillments of the second element of the inaugural 
address genre are met. 
Section 3: Political Principles 
The third aspect of the inaugural address genre is for the president to present 
the political principles that will direct the new administration. The incoming president 
not only must unify the nation and draw upon communal values from the past, but 
must also put forward a philosophy that will be used to govern. While each political 
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philosophy will be different from inaugural to inaugural, the element that keeps them 
united in the genre is that the incoming presidents "present and develop such 
principles in predictable ways" (Campbell and Jamieson, 1990, p. 21). There are three 
variables that are predictable in inaugural addresses: (1) the principles are set forth 
because the president feels obligated to do so, (2) the principles are offered for 
contemplation rather than action, and (3) the principles are non-controversial and 
unifying (Campbell and Jamieson). 
Fox begins his address by declaring he is taking the oath of office "under new 
circumstances" (Appendix A, lines 16-17). His depiction of change from the corrupt 
political system of the past to the new democratic political system of the future is his 
key philosophy of the new administration. His obligations to discuss the political 
principles are exemplified when he states: 
The great challenge involved in the Reform of the State lies in 
inaugurating a new political future after 71 years. We must therefore 
be bold in order to break free of old paradigms, inertia, and the 
recurrence of a political culture that viewed agreement as an act of 
capitulation (Appendix A, lines 120-123). 
Fox further articulates the point of change for Mexico and then seeks to lay out his 
political principles suggesting: "This requires a program proposal based on 
consensus, long-term in scope, whose feasibility is not dependent on a circumstantial 
agreement" (Appendix A, lines 129-130). From here he turns to seven key reform 
plans his administration will implement as a vehicle for creating change. 
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Consistent with the genre of inaugural addresses, Fox's reform ideas are for 
contemplation, rather than immediate action. In keeping with the epideictic character 
of inaugurals, Campbell and Jamieson (1990) suggest, "Proposals are not an end in 
themselves Pl!t illustrations of the political philosophy of the speaker" (p. 22). For 
example, the seven reform ideas show that the political ideology of Fox is that similar 
to the Christian Democrats in the European system: a juxtaposition of socialist ideas 
with a conservative foundation (Baker). All seven reforms incorporate the idea of 
change·from a corrupt past to an ideal democratic future. Fox articulates this point 
when he begins his discussion of the reforms: 
In order to guarantee both an effective democracy and democratic 
effectiveness, I am making the commitment to promote seven key 
reforms that I gathered during my presidential campaign and that 
represent the Mexican people's mandate for change (Appendix A, lines 
159-161). 
This statement is understandably important for what it reveals about what Fox 
professes, not only about his role as the Mexican leader, but about the "Mexican 
people's" role as well. For an "effective democracy" Mexican citizens are essential in 
creating this "change." This is articulated in the first reform recommendation: "One 
reform will consolidate the democratic progress we have made so that all people may 
speak freely and be heard" (Appendix A, liiie.163-164). A component to any 
democracy is that the citizens participate in government decision-making. In 
democratic republics, like Mexico, this is accomplished by electing representatives to 
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make such decisions. However, due to their corrupt past (see Chapter 3), Mexico had 
never really acted as a democratic republic until 2000 with the election of Fox as 
president. For that reason, when he states "people may speak freely and be heard," he 
is suggesting tl)e ptjnciples of a democratic ideology and not a specific call for action. 
' • • I 
The second reform suggests that Fox has a socialist-type political philosophy 
as he states it "will create progress in the fight against poverty and for social equality, 
so that no mother lacks enough money to buy milk for her children" (Appendix A, 
lines 166-167). Again, while he does not demand immediate action, he does 
demonstrate the type of administration that his tenure will have. He is telling the 
people of Mexico that social welfare programs to help the poor will no doubt be a part 
of his term. 
The third reform, similar to the second insofar as it pertains to the welfare of 
the poor, deals with education. "An educational reform that will assure the 
development of better human capital and that no young person in our country-no 
matter how poor he or she may be-fails to complete his or her education due to a 
lack ofres_ources" (Appendix A, lines 169-171). Here Fox is speaking idealistically 
rather than practically. He does not mention how to create this change,just that there 
will be educational reform from his administration. 
Alongside these social conditions, the growing economic issues of the country 
created an exigency for Fox to deal with 1s well. The fourth reform in his address is 
."a reform that will guarantee economic growth with stability, so that our young 
people will never again have to leave their homes and immigrate to another country" 
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(Appendix A, lines 173-174). By the end of the twentieth century, emigration was a 
huge concern at the national and international level for Mexico. The slow economy 
and lack of jobs in the country created a financial distress on the lower classes. Many 
workers, bqth, ~killed and unskilled, were forced to emigrate from Mexico to the 
' ' ' 
United States. Not only was this a problem at local levels, but it also caused a strain 
on international relations with Mexico's northern neighbor (Garza, 1998). 
With many workers moving abroad, the economy suffered due to a lack of a 
strong middle-class as the poor remained poor. For 71 years the federal government 
took advantage of the nation by making the elites richer and the poor even poorer 
(Menocal, 1998). As a result, Fox's fifth reform was to take away some of the power 
at the federal level: "[the fifth] reform decentralizes Federal powers and resources, in 
order to give the states, municipalities and communities greater vitality'' (Appendix 
A, lines 176-177). The concentration of power in the Federal government had allotted 
governmental officials to take advantage of the nation. By decentralizing the Federal 
government, "the exercise of power will be more balanced and democratic," and, the 
reform must assure "equity in the distribution of wealth" (Appendix A, 'lines 133-134 
·and 137). 
In Fox's sixth reform promotion, a rhetorical strategy is employed to 
demonstrate his commitment to change: "A reform that assures transparency and 
accountability in the work of governing, in ~rder to eliminate corruption and 
deception" (Appendix A, lines 179-180). Framed as an explicit fight against 
corruption and for the aforementioned demand for a better democracy, the sixth 
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reform fit into the overall theme of Fox's address: change. Being the first president in 
71 years not to be appointed by the previous leader, Fox wanted to make sure his 
historic election would continue free elections in the future and promote democracy 
in Mexico. 
Moving from social programs, to economic reforms, to changing federal 
authority, Fox's last reform was about protection of the people. As with the 
corruption of the government at the federal level, there was also corruption at the 
state level. People could not rely on the police to protect them as the corruption had 
trickled all the way down to law enforcement as well. By combating corruption and 
holding authorities accountable, the seventh reform would be "a reform that combats 
our lack of safety and does away with impunity, so that every family ~ay sleep 
peacefully" (Appendix A, lines 182-183). Although these seven reforms provide the 
foundation for the new administration's objectives, they are evidence of continued 
support for change and are not a specific call for action. 
The final characteristic of setting forth the political philosophies of the 
president in the inaugural address is that the principles are to be non-controversial and 
unifying. "The same needs to unify the audience and to speak in the epideictic present 
also influence the language in which presidents articulate the principles that will 
govern their administration" (Campbell and Jamieson, p.23). To conclude on the 
seven reforms to which Fox is committed, he states, "We cannot set policy ifwe 
worship our differences. Political and ideological differences are an integral part of 
all democratic societies; rather than dividing us, they enrich us" (Appendix A, lines 
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185-187). The balance between being non-controversial and unifying is an important 
aspect of the address because Fox had to assure those who did not vote for him that 
he would still be their leader. 
In connecting the three variables of the third aspect of the inaugural genre, 
Fox's address legitimizes Campbell and Jamieson's claim that the ways presidents 
present their political principles are predictable. Fox first acknowledged his 
requirement to put forth the principles of his administration by stating, "the great 
challenge involved ... in inaugurating a new political future," and, "in order to 
guarantee [an] effective democracy, I am making the commitment to promote 
[reform]" (Appendix A, lines 120 and 159-160). These quotations reiterate the first 
variable: the concept of obligation. The second variable in presenting the political 
principles in the genre is to call for contemplation rather than action. The seven 
reform initiatives by Fox provide examples to validate this claim. Such reforms were 
defined as a means of creating the democratic character of the new government. They 
illustrate that the governing philosophy of Fox's term would follow broad principles, 
and were not a call for immediate action. The last variable also demonstrates Fox's 
address as a good example of meeting the requirements of the genre. In order to take 
over power as the new president, Fox had to use non-controversial and unifying 
rhetoric. When Fox used terms to describe the political differences as "enriching" 
rather than "dividing" the nation, he is suggesting a unifying political principle that 
will help vindicate his right to the presidency, even over those who did not vote for 
him. Combined with the other two variables, Fox's inaugural address meets the 
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requirements of the third aspect of the inaugural genre. 
Section 4: Enacting the Presidency 
After ~etting forth the political principles of the new administration, the fourth 
• . ! ' ' 
aspect in inaugural addresses is for the ratification of the president through 
acknowledging his/her appreciation of the requirements and limitations of the 
executive power. Campbell and Jamieson (1990) suggest two key components in the 
enacting of the presidency: the president must (1) demonstrate an ability to be an 
effective leader while obeying constitutional restraints, and (2) offer evidence of 
humility (p. 25). 
The circumstances facing Fox created significant rhetorical differences from 
previous presidents. The fact that Fox was the first president in 71 years to be from a 
different political party coupled with his campaign for change, led Fox to have 
particular expectations attached to his address. Previous presidents were not as 
heavily constrained by the Mexican laws due to their dictatorship-style. Fox, on the 
other hand, had to demonstrate that he could function as the leader within the 
established limitations of the Constitution: 
I am the depository of Executive Power, not its owner. I will never 
raise myself above the framework of the democratic origin of the 
office I have received; it will never be my purpose to concentrate 
power, but to gain moral authority in its exercise. I will not be a 
President who can do everything. The times when the President of 
Mexico was omnipresent on the national scene will end with us 
(Appendix A, lines 662-667). 
The presidency, Fox stresses, would no longer be an autocratic dictatorship whose 
power was "i)mrµpresent." Instead, it would be a presidency with democratically 
·• . '- . 
constitutional restraints. 
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Although Fox would hold his presidency accountable to the laws of the 
constitution, he also had to demonstrate that he would be an effective leader. This 
paradox of having constraints and being effective led to a rhetorical obstacle for Fox. 
However, he articulates both aspects: "As President of Mexico, I will devote the legal 
force of my constitutional authority, the legitimacy granted to me by the vote and all 
my political will to this substantial objective," and, "As President of the Republic I 
will always be engaged in fulfilling my mandate responsibly, honestly, effectively 
and patriotically'' (Appendix A, lines 571-573 and 711-712). Bridging this rhetorical 
conflict together, Fox was able to declare that he would apply his legal authority 
given from the constitution while at the same time satisfying his mandate as 
president. 
Alongside this coupling ofrestraints and effectiveness, Fox had to also 
express humility to fulfill the requirements of the inaugural address. To show 
evidence of humility, the president "humbly acknowledges deficiencies, humbly 
accepts the burdens of office, and humb!y''invokes God's blessings" (p. 26). These 
three qualifications of demonstrating humility by Campbell and Jamieson are present 
in Fox's address. 
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Fox articulates that he feels "a great responsibility faced with the expectations 
of all Mexican men and women" (Appendix A, line 729). Although he is committed 
to these responsibilities, he still acknowledges deficiencies: 
It is P.lY gr~atest aspiration to tum the hopes of all Mexicans into 
confidence. I am well aware that there will be many obstacles; our 
people have suffered many deceptions. The strategy will consequently 
not be complex aside from conventional forms, for my word will 
always be sincere (Appendix A, lines 717-720). 
The rhetorical strategies Fox employs illustrate how he, while maintaining that he 
will be a great leader, acknowledges limitations ("there will be many obstacles"). 
Fulfilling the second qualification of demonstrating humility, Fox accepts the 
burden of the office. He concludes his address by declaring: 
I am and will continue to be obliged to continue the effort of this great 
nation, I am obliged to continue and to work with passion for those 
who gave us our homeland, for those who built the Mexico we have 
today and for those who dreamed of that different, successful and 
triumphant Mexico (Appendix A, lines 790-793). 
Within this concluding statement, Fox not only recognizes the burden of the office 
with phrases like, "I am and will continue to be obliged," but also exemplifies the 
first two aspects of the inaugural genre. His use of the personal pronoun "we" creates 
unity and he emphasizes communal values by stating he will work hard "for those 
who gave us our homeland." 
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The third and final qualification for demonstrating humility is to invoke God's 
blessing. This is perhaps where Mexican inaugural addresses might deviate from their 
American counterpart. Although in U.S. policy, the church has no overt political 
power and th~re is a Constitutional separation of church and state, political leaders 
still call upon a Supreme Being for prayer and guidance. In Mexico, a country maae 
up of 90% Roman Catholics, the division between church and state is ironically much 
stricter (Weldon, 1997, p. 235). Fox, being a member of the conservative PAN, 
however, does acknowledge God, but only once: "The hard days ahead will 
undoubtedly be the best that God will have granted us to live, for there is nothing 
more pleasing that to serve one's homeland" (Appendix A, lines 704-705). 
Comparatively nonetheless, Fox only mentions God at the end of his address; a 
common place for reference to the deity in American discourse. As Campbell and 
Jamieson suggest, "it is only after they are fully invested with office that presidents 
have claimed authority [to mention God]" (p. 26). 
President Fox's lack or articulating a need for God's blessing does not hinder 
the address from fitting the inaugural genre. Rather, it shows a cultural difference 
between the United States' and Mexico's politics. Fox still expressed humility 
through acknowledging his limitations. He addressed the issue of being an effective 
leader in the new democratic state and maintained to obey the restrictions on power 
according to the constitution. With these two components fulfilled, Fox's address 
meets the requirements for the fourth aspect in the inaugural genre of enacting°the 
presidency. 
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Section 5: Conclusion 
This chapter has provided analysis of Fox's Inaugural Address and how it 
compares to tjle Inaugural genre put forth by Campbell and Jamieson. First, it 
examined Fox's ability to create a single people through rhetoric. Second, it 
demonstrated the rehearsal of communal values by Fox in the address. Third, it 
showed the political principles that Fox would use to govern his administration. 
Finally, fourth, it established that Fox did express humility and was aware of the great 
burden of taking office. Combined together, these four aspects of the genre, show that 
Fox's Inaugural Address fits the American genre; expanding it to include that of 
Mexican discourse. 
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Chapter 5: Conclusion 
This study began by asking whether the inaugural address genre for the United 
States transcends international boundaries by being applied to other inaugural 
addresses abroad. Through analyzing Mexican President Vicente Fox's inaugural 
.. ,; . . ' 
address, using the rhetorical evaluations of the inaugural genre, this study has 
demonstrated that the genre can be applied outside of the United States. The 
conclusion is grounded by applying the four characteristics of the inaugural genre of 
the United States on a Mexican inaugural address. Put forth by Campbell and 
Jamieson, these four characteristics demonstrate how a newly elected president uses 
the inaugural address to be invested with the office of the presidency. First, presidents 
unify the audience as a people so that they can witness the ritual and invest the 
speaker-as their leader. Second, presidents affirm communal values by emphasizing 
certain aspects of the country's past to reaffirm patriotism to the country and to the 
presidency. Third, presidents are obligated to present their political philosophies for 
their upcoming term to demonstrate their right of investiture. Fourth, presidents must 
prove through humility that they accept the burden of office and can function as a 
leader within the constitutional restraints as to show their acceptance to the office. 
The rhetorical power of these four characteristics creates an identity for the speaker as 
the new president. 
To understand the significance ofihis study and the conclusions made from it, 
this chapter will give a summation of the four previous chapters. In addition, this 
chapter will conclude with the implications and the limitations of this research. 
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The first chapter begins by giving the purpose of the study. Rhetorical genres 
have been heavily focused on American and British discourse. With the exception of 
Lee and Campbell's article on the inaugural address of Korean President Roh Tae-
Woo, the i~f1Ugl!ff11 aqdress genre has been limited to that of U.S. p;esidents. The first 
chapter begins with a proposal to provide an international example that meets the 
requirements of the U.S. inaugural address genre. To provide this example, the 
chapter then focuses on a suitable methodology. Genre criticism is a type of rhetorical 
criticism that assumes certain exigencies provoke similar expectations from audience 
members and therefore call for a particular type ofrhetoric. Because inaugural 
addresses are given at the inauguration ceremony of newly elected presidents, they 
warrant similar needs and expectations from previous presidential inaugurals for the 
audience to accept and ratify. This methodology and study are therefore significant, 
this first chapter concludes, because it provides an international example of how the 
inaugural addresses in the United States can shape the inaugural address of a Mexican 
president. 
The second chapter is a review of the literature used for this study. It begins 
with a review ofliterature dealing with genres. Starting with Wayland Parrish's 1954 
article, this section of the· chapter traces the importance placed on genres by scholars 
to the end of the twentieth century. The secpnd chapter then turns to a discussion of 
the literature on inaugural addresses by fdiiusing primarily on Campbell and 
Jamieson's work, the two most prolific scholars in genre theory. Campbell and 
Jamieson (1990) suggest inaugural addresses "are an essential element in a ritual of 
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transition in which the covenant between the citizenry and their leaders is renewed" 
and that "inauguration is a rite of passage" (pp. 14-15). Therefore, the inaugural 
address is important because it allows the newly elected president to take office with 
the consent of the people. Lee and Campbell's 1994 article, "Korean President Roh 
; ' ; '' 
Tae-Woo's 1988 Inaugural Address: Campaigning for Investiture" builds on this idea 
and uses the four generic characteristics of the U.S. inaugural address on a Korean 
address. This article is significant for this study as it also provides an international 
example for the genre. The second chapter then concludes with literature that was 
analyzed for Mexican topics, such as, history, political parties, and even Fox himself. 
The third chapter provides a historical background necessary for the 
understanding of the study. First, the chapter presents a brief history of the fight for 
independence and democracy in Mexico. It highlights the significance of 
understanding this history because it shows how Mexico continually fought for 
democracy, but was never really afforded this political structure until 2000. Because 
outgoing presidents appointed the incoming presidents as opposed to being freely 
elected, twentieth-century Mexico could be classified as a faux-democracy. The 
chapt.er then details the history and the reign of the PRI, the political party that 
dominated Mexican politics for nearly the entire century. Fox was the first president 
in 71 years to be elected fairly and was a mel!lber of the PAN, not the PRI. This 
exigency called for an inaugural address' th~t was based on real democratic ideals. 
The chapter then briefly discusses the struggles of the indigenous tribes in 
Mexico. These tribes had been long forgotten in Mexican politics. Fox was the first 
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president to encompass the indigenous tribes as part of "the people" in a Mexican 
identity. While fulfilling the first characteristic of the inaugural genre of creating 
unity, Fox incorporated every Mexican: the lower-class, the middle-class, the upper-
class, the expati:iates living in the United States, and even the indigenous. 
The third chapter concludes with a brief history of Vicente Fox and his family. 
Fox's ancestral history and education is significant because it offers evidence that Fox 
had connections with the United States. This connection, this thesis argues, helped 
shape Fox's inaugural address because (I) Fox had ancestry that came from the 
United States, (2) Fox had formal education in the United States, and (3) Fox used the 
elements in his inaugural address from a functioning democracy, that of the United 
States. 
The fourth chapter is the analysis for this thesis. It provides a basis for the 
conclusion that a Mexican inaugural address fits the general characteristics of the 
inaugural address genre of the United States. Campbell and Jamieson (1990) suggest 
that, "the U.S. presidential investiture requires a mutual covenant, a rehearsal of 
fundamental political values, an enunciation of political principles, and the enactment 
of the presidential persona" (p. 33). However, this thesis concludes that this is not just 
the requirements of the U.S. presidential investiture, but these requirements can be 
applied to a democratic Mexican presidential inauguration as well. 
The first requirement of the genre for an effective inaugural address is that 
presidents should create unity among the listeners. Fox's address "unifies the 
audience by reconstituting its members as the people, who can witness and ratify the 
ceremony" (Campbell and Jamieson, p. 15). From his opening words, "the victory 
belonged to all ofus," to his conclusion, "change will come from all ofus," Fox 
stressed the unity of the Mexican people on this important occasion (Appendix A, 
lines 28 and 712). He used three key methods for unifying the people: (1) rhetorical 
' . 
strategies for unification, (2) incorporating Mexicans who had previously not been 
considered, and, (3) ending partisan division. 
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The rhetorical strategies Fox employed for unification are the symbols he used 
to construct a people. He used the personal pronoun "us" 12 times and "we" 67 times. 
By using these personal pronouns he constructed an identity that not only included all 
Mexicans, but himself as well. He used a family metaphor as another way to construct 
a Mexican identity. "Brothers and sisters of the indigenous communities," he stated 
when beginning his discussion of the non-traditional Mexicans (Appendix A, line 
428). Family metaphors are strong rhetorical tools in political discourse because there 
is no bond stronger than the family. Within this rhetorical strategy, the second key 
method for unifying the people is evoked. 
The inclusion of Mexicans who had not previously been considered because 
they were emigrants or indigenous, is a unifying factor that previous presidents had 
not included in the Mexican identity. Indigenous tribes, specifically the people in the 
state Chiapas, had been long forgotten in presidential rhetoric. Their status in the 
societal hierarchy was at the bottom and tlieir blatant opposition to the Mexican 
government excluded them from previous presidents' addresses. However, Fox 
demanded change for all Mexicans, including the indigenous. "Never again a Mexico 
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without you!" he exclaimed in his address (Appendix A, line 441). 
Fox also incorporated another non-traditional Mexican group in his 
unification of the Mexican people: the emigrants living in the United States. For-the 
first time in presidential rhetoric, the emigrants become an important part in the 
: 1~~ , i . ' 
Mexican identity. Fox's grandfather was an immigrant from the United States, and 
therefore he knew the hardships the expatriates faced. Fox also realized that a large 
portion of people's income came from the money people in the U.S. sent back to 
families still living in Mexico. Therefore, he incorporated this group of Mexicans 
within "the people" not only for the emigrants abroad, but also their families still in 
Mexico. 
The final key method for unifying the people was for Fox to include the 
people who did not vote for him. For all the people of Mexico to witness and ratify 
the ceremony, Fox had to exemplify unity through emphasizing a need for the end of 
partisan division that may have occurred during the election. "Rather than dividing 
us, [political anc! ideological differences] enrich us," he claimed (Appendix A, lines 
186-187). 
These three key methods Fox employed within his inaugural address c01µbine 
together to fulfill the first requirement of the inaugural address genre of the United 
States. Therefore, it can be stated that the first characteristic of inaugural addresses of 
unifying the people to witness and ratify the ceremony, can be applied to more than 
just the United States. The aspect of creating unity seems to appear as a requirement 
for inaugural addresses in Mexico as well. 
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The second requirement for the geme for an effective inaugural address is that 
presidents must utilize the rehearsal of communal values through historical 
reenactment. Inaugural addresses allow presidents to reaffirm their patriotism to the 
country by ~a)ljpg upon historical figures and events. Clearly, Fox sought to cast his 
~ . .,., . ; 
administration different from the corrupt political leaders from the previous century. 
But even as he sought this, he did so within a celebration of "communal values of the 
past" (Campbell and Jamieson, p. 15). "I pay homage to the men and women who 
founded our political parties," he said, "to those who believed and taught others to 
believe in triumph of a democratic Mexico" (Appendix A, lines 61-64). Fox was able 
to draw on the past to reaffirm his patriotism using three methods: (1) by presenting a 
selected political history of Mexico, (2) by mentioning Mexican historical figures that 
fought for democracy, arid (3) by suggesting what it means to be Mexican. 
The Mexican government has had a long history of being corrupt and 
fraudulent. Fox wanted to distance himself from this past and demonstrate he stood 
for change. Fox stated, "Corruption has left the government's credibility with society 
at a very low ebb" (Appendix A, line 308). In keeping with the characteristics of the 
epideictic, however, Fox had to draw on the past to establish his understanding of the 
present to build for the future, "My administration's decisions will be consistent with 
our history, but I will not allow the past to determine the destiny and prospects of 
Mexico's future," he declared in his address (Appendix A, lines 321-322). In 
connecting the historical values of the past with this change for Mexico, Fox was able 
to· reaffirm his patriotism to the country, while at the same time distancing himself 
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from the old ideology that governmental leaders were corrupt. 
The.second method Fox used to affirm communal values was to "mention 
with reverence" the historical leaders who fought for democracy (Appendix A, line 
56). He mentions Francisco Madero, the revolutionary leader who was one of the first 
to fight for democracy in Mexico. He also mentions former President Benito Juarez, 
"Mexico's symbol for democracy" (Trillo, 1996, p. 78). The last mention of a 
historical figure is Octavio Paz, one of the most influential Mexican writers. These 
three men allow for Fox to affirm communal values by emphasizing the importance 
of the historical figures of Mexico. 
The final method Fox.deployed for the second characteristics of inaugural 
addresses; was to state what it meant to be Mexican. By affirming these shared 
concepts, Fox was able to both unify the people as well as demonstrate his patriotism 
to the country; after all, he is Mexican and he knows what it means to be Mexican. He 
discussed how no one was late to vote, "for perhaps the fust time in our history, no 
one arrived too late" (Appendix A, line 26). The temporal conception of time in 
Mexico is relaxed, and to be late is to be on time in Mexico. However, on Election 
Day, Mexicans showed up on time to create this political change Fox argues about 
throughout his address. Fox also mentioned his life on the farm, a lifestyle that 
resonates with a Jot of Mexicans. 
Fox offers a complex and powerful ~onfluence of history, heroes, and what it 
is to be Mexican to reveal what is regarded as important in Mexican society. These 
three methods of affirming communal values demonstrate how Fox confirms his 
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patriotism towards the country and fulfills the second requirement of the inaugural 
address genre of the United States. Therefore, it can be stated that the second 
characteristic of inaugural addresses of affirming communal values, can be applied to 
more than just the United States. The aspect ofreviewing history seems to appear as a 
requirement for inaugural addresses in Mexico as well. 
The third requirement of the genre is that after drawing on the past, Fox was 
then able to "set forth the political principles that [ would] govern the new 
administration" (Campbell and Jamieson, p. 15). Within inaugural addresses, 
presidents must state their political philosophies for their upcoming term. While each 
political philosophy may be different from president to president, the way in which 
they present their philosophies are in predictable ways. There are three variables that 
are predictable in inaugural addresses: (1) principles are set forth because the 
president feels obligated to do so, (2) principles are offered for contemplation rather 
than action, and (3) principles are non-controversial and unifying. 
When Fox stated "the great challenge involved in the reform of the state lies 
in inaugurating a new political future," he was suggesting that his administration was 
obligated to set new principles (Appendix A, line 120). Because Mexico had such a 
corrupt past, Fox was obligated to put forth new reform ideas that would change the 
country into an ideal democracy. At the same time, however, Fox was calling for 
contemplation rather than action within his seven reform incentives and although they 
provided the foundation for the new administration's objectives, they are evidence of 
continued support for change and are not a specific call for action. 
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The third variable that is predictable in setting forth political principles is that 
the principles should be non-controversial and unifying. Fox had to assure thos~ who 
did not vote for him that he would still be their leader and so he suggested, "we 
cannot set p(?licy ifwe worship our differences" (Appendix A, line 185). By unifying 
the audience to accept his political philosophies, Fox was able to fulfill the third 
requirement in the inaugural address genre. Again, this third requirement appears to 
be apart of Mexican inaugural addresses as well and further amplifies the conclusion 
that the American genre can be applied to Mexico. 
The fourth and final requirement of the genre for an effective inaugural 
address is for the enacting of the president. Consistent with the inaugural addresses of 
the United States, the final aspect in Fox's address was to "demonstrate through 
enactment that [he] appreciates the requirements and limitations of the executive 
function" (Campbell and Jamieson, p. 15). In regards to this enactment, humility was 
deployed by Fox to show he appreciated the confines of power. When he stated, "I 
am the depository of executive power, not its owner," Fox was demonstrating that he 
understood the limits to his power (Appendix A, line 662). 
With the four characteristics of the inaugural address genre met, this thesis 
can conclude that the genre can be applied to a broader scope than just the United 
States. The ritual of the inauguration creates constraints conditioned by the 
ceremonial occasion for the address. These situational constraints create similar 
responses and therefore an inaugural address genre. However, the evaluation of Fox's 
inaugural address discovers that defining the genre as solely American is erroneous -
68 
at least to the extent of Mexico. 
The inaugural addresses of U.S. Presidents and the inaugural address of fox 
may seem largely similar. The similarity is because both speakers are responding to· 
the situatiol).a\ constraints of the ritual for inauguration. This epideictic rhetoric for 
both presidents strengthens the link between the rhetor and the audience by fulfilling 
the four characteristics of the geme. The significance of this study demonstrates that 
the inaugural address geme formulated off of U.S. presidential discourse expands to 
include other democracies. Based on the article by Lee and Campbell on the inaugural 
address of Korean President Roh Tae-Woo coupled with this thesis broadens th1y 
geme to an international level. Therefore, the classification of the geme may better be 
described as the inaugural address geme of democracies. 
Inaugural addresses can be judged on the merit that they are shaped by 
previous rhetorical acts and fit well into their category. Therefore, Fox's inaugural 
address can be classified as a good example of the American geme because it meets 
all the requirements of the inaugural address geme. The purpose of geme criticism is 
to teach the critic of the nature of human communication and how rhetoric is shaped 
by prior ideas and prior discourse. When Fox gave his inaugural address, he was 
responding to an exigency of Mexico becoming a real democracy. Thus, he adopted a 
formula for his speech to be similar to an inaugural addresses of other democracies, in 
' ' 
this case the United States. 
However, a limitation surfaces based on this conclusion and that is to test the 
geme on multiple international inaugural addresses. Fox had formal education 
69 
training in the United States. He was also the first president to not be a member of the 
long reigning PRJ, and was the first president in over 71 years to be fairly elected to 
the office. The question then arises, would the inaugural address of Ernesto Zedillo, 
the presidenf of Mexico before Fox, follow same pattern? 
This thesis, in combination with Lee and Campbell's 1994 article, provides an 
argument that the inaugural address genre can be applied to much more than the 
United States. To adequately evaluate an international inaugural genre would.require 
much more work. The concept warrants further evaluation to understand how 
rhetorical acts, like the inaugural address, are formulated by previous rhetorical acts. 
This thesis is offered as an initial step toward the understanding of the inaugural 
address genre on a global scale. 
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Notes 
1 The speech was obtained from the website, "Mexico: Presidencia de la Republica" 
at http://fox.presidencia.gob.mx. When analyzing specific quotations from the 
speech, the author of this research first translated the Spanish version (Appendix B) 
and then compared it to the English version (Appendix A) provided by the website. 
2 The Mexican Spanish language uses both formal and informal personal pronouns. 
"Tu" in Spanish is the informal way to say "you," while "usted" is the formal. The 
formality of the word "nosotros" cannot be determined as it can represent both formal 
and informal Spanish. Similarly, Fox uses the pronoun, "you all" several times 
throughout his speech. In Mexican Spanish, "ustedes" represents both the formal and 
informal way of saying "you all." 
3 Fox had completed some of his schooling in the United States and his grandfather 
was an immigrant from Cincinnati, Ohio. 
4 Fox uses the term "American Dream" in his biography to represent the dream for 
Americans (those from South America, Central American, Mexico, and Canada) to 
work hard and succeed. 
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Appendix A 
Vicente Fox's inaugural address: English Version1 
Greetings Ana Cristina, Paulina, Vicente and Rodrigo. 
Honorable Congress of the Union: 
I have assumed tjle great responsibility of serving as President of Mexico, swearing to 
uphold the Constitution and the Laws that have arisen from it. 
10 I have done so in good conscience and mindful of the moral values and principles to 
which I am committed. 
15 
I bring to this solemn ceremony not only my personal convictions, but also the 
dreams and aspirations for change of all the Mexican people. 
I cannot fail to mention that I am taking office as head of the Executive Branch under 
new circumstances. The sovereign decision of those who voted on July 2nd was 
unprecedented. 
20 No individual can claim all the credit for this achievement, but we cannot fail to 
recognize the contribution each has made. 
25 
On that day, millions of Mexican men and women from every part of the country 
came to cast their vote. All of us participated in this civic celebration. 
For perhaps the first time in our history, no one arrived too late, nor were any left 
behind. Nothing hindered the free expression of our democratic will; no one died that 
day to make this possible. At the end of the day, the victory belonged to all ofus. 
30 Electoral institutions, political parties and their candidates also came to that 
celebration. Then-President Ernesto Zedillo recognized the mandate expressed by 
citizens at the polls, and in the spirit of our republic, he facilitated the transition from 
his administration to the administration I head beginning today. 
I 
35 The efforts of all of Mexico's men and women should be proudly recognized; together 
on July 2nd we renewed our political pact in a climate of civility and concord. 
The presence of Heads of State and Government and the High-Level Diplomatic 
Delegations who are here with us today is a sign of confidence that enhances our 
40 prospects for change. 
1 The speech was obtained from the Mexican government's official website, "Mexico: Presidencia de 
la Republica" at http://fox.presidencia.gob.mx (translated by website) 
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I would also like to express my gratitude for the presence of outstanding 
representatives of the world's political, economic and cultural life. Please accept our 
thanks and take back to your countries this expression of the Mexican people's 
45 appreciation and solidarity. 
50 
55 
60 
65 
70 
In the recent elections, the men and women of Mexico demonstrated our will and 
determination to use democratic principles as the basis for establishing a new 
foundation for the nation in the 21st century. 
This democratic change-which entered its decisive phase on July 2nd-is the result 
of a long-held aspiration of society. It took shape during several decades through the 
sacrifice and efforts of many exceptional Mexican men and women who fought on 
various fronts to make what we now have possible. 
I mention with reverence to Francisco I. Madero. His sacrifice in pursuit of 
democracy was not in vain. Today, at the close of one stage of our history marked by 
authoritarianism, his presence is again felt as a signpost that marks the path from 
which we must never stray, 
I pay homage to the men and women who founded our political parties and 
organizations, to those who-aside from their personal victories-believed and taught 
others to believe in the triumph of a democratic Mexico; to those who spoke out on 
every street comer until they won this victory for democracy. 
I think of Jose Vasconcelos, of Manuel Gomez Morin, of Vicente Lombardo 
Toledano, Valentin Campa, Jose Revueltas, Manuel Clouthier, Salvador Nava, Luis 
Donaldo Colosio, Heberto Castillo, and of Carlos Castillo Peraza, among many other 
men and women of this great country. 
These men were from diverse political parties, but they shared the same belief in 
democracy. We remember them all today, and will remember them forever. 
In this new era of democratic practice, the President proposes and the Congress 
75 disposes. That is the new reality for the Executive Branch in Mexico. 
80 
For many years our traditional "presidentialism" imposed its monologue. Today more 
than ever before, governing means dialogue; the nation's strength can no longer come 
from a single point of view, a single party or a single philosophy. 
Today more than ever before, understanding, agreement and convergence among the 
various political, economic and social participants, among the various legitimate 
interests and diverse ideological visions, are necessary. 
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85 I call on all political parties to build, without prejudice, a dignified and transparent 
relationship without any subservience; I call them to a frank and spontaneous 
exchange of arguments and purposes with the new administration, so that together we 
can make progress in creating a legal framework for the process of change. 
90 For my part, I will encourage a relationship based on ongoing negotiation with the 
parliamentary groups that participate here, so that in the process of working out areas 
of agreement and disagreement, we arrive at reforms that enhance the legitimacy of 
our public institutions and the decisions they make. 
95 In this Inaugural Session, I affirm my administration's commitment to render 
accounts to this national body of representatives in as broad a scope and as frequently 
as 1s necessary. 
I am directing Cabinet members to respond readily and promptly, week after week, to 
100 the needs of the Mexican Congress and its commissions. 
105 
110 
Citizens demand better administration of justice. The Executive Branch I head will be 
a strong ally of those who favor consolidating the autonomy of the Federal Judicial 
Branch and the independence of those who serve in it 
On this solemn occasion, I pledge to do everything in my power to strengthen the 
ability of the federal jurisdictional entities so that they may determine the 
constitutionality of Mexico's laws and the legality of the acts of the Public 
Administration. 
I am honored to assume by constitutional mandate the post of Commander in Chief of 
the Armed Forces. With honor and dignity, Mexico's soldiers have been true to the 
nation from the moment they have taken on their duties. 
115 Their loyalty to Mexico, their strict fulfillment of their constitutional duties, their 
exemplary action in fighting drug trafficking and in civil defense, and their respect for 
our country's political processes have provided a fundamental guarantee for 
democracy. 
120 The great challenge involved in the Reform of the State lies in inaugurating a new 
political future after 71 years. We must therefore be bold in order to break free of old 
paradigms, inertia, and the recurrence of a political culture that viewed agreement as 
an act of capitulation and similar political viewpoints as full proof that someone had 
been co-opted. 
125 
Only by clearing the way for an era of far-reaching democratization of our national 
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life can the Reform of the State meet society's expectations for change. 
This requires a program proposal based on consensus, long-term in scope, whose 
130 feasibility is not dependent on a circumstantial agreement. 
135 
The cause of many of our problems lies in the excessive concentration of power. The 
Reform of the State must assure that the exercise of power in an ever more balanced 
and democratic manner is reinforced. 
It must also assure Mexico's political modernization by means of ensuring the fully 
effective Rule of Law, equity in the distribution of wealth, rationality in the 
government's administrative structure, full institutionalization of the exercise of 
public power, broad social participation in its decision-making, and preparation for 
140 confronting the challenges of globalization. 
Alternating parties in power will not in and of itself complete the transition process. I 
invite all of you who have duties related to directing the Reform of the State to work 
together with us so that we can propose to the nation the initiatives needed to effect 
145 substantive change in our political system. Let us proceed sensibly, with the courage 
to destroy all vestiges of authoritarianism and to build a genuine democracy. 
The Constitution that guides us has been distorted by excessive amendments. We 
need to reconstitute our long-term national consensus around a supreme law of the 
150 land consistent with our best traditions and the requirements of the 21st century. 
155 
Political stability and democratic change affect each other. It is practically impossible 
to isolate ourselves without losing effectiveness, and it is an illusion to believe that 
one can occur without the other. 
Together we must find the formula for engaging in all the changes that the nation 
demands, without losing our effectiveness in conducting the government. 
In order to guarantee both an effective democracy and democratic effectiveness, I am 
160 making the commitment to promote seven key reforms that I gathered during my 
presidential campaign and that represent the Mexican people's mandate for change. 
165 
One reform will consolidate the democratic progress we have made so that all people 
may speak freely and be heard. 
One reform will create progress in the fight against poverty and for social equality, so 
that no mother lacks enough money to buy milk for her children. 
An educational reform that will assure the development of better human capital and 
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170 that no young person in our country-no matter how poor he or she may be-fails to 
complete his or her education due to a lack of resources. 
175 
A reform that will guarantee economic growth with stability, so that our young people 
will never·again have to leave their homes and immigrate to another country. 
A reform that ~ecentralizes Federal powers and resources, in order to give the states, 
municipalities and communities greater vitality. · -
A reform that assures transparency and accountability in the work of governing, in 
180 order to eliminate corruption and deception. 
A reform that combats our lack of safety and does away with impunity, so that every 
family may sleep peacefully. 
185 We cannot set policy ifwe worship our differences. Political and ideological 
differences are an integral part of all democratic societies; rather than dividing us, 
they enrich us. 
We must make this positive view a basic premise of our new life together in Mexico, 
190 in order to move from a polarizing pluralism to a fully civilized relationship among 
the different political participants. 
We have an entire history to build ahead ofus, which we must begin constructing on 
the basis of a purposeful dialogue and within the framework of a mature relationship 
195 among political participants; we must conduct this struggle ethically and respectfully 
and not as part .of a battle for power. 
200 
Let us realistically accept that the country's full democratization is a national cause 
that is unlikely to emerge from isolated partisan initiatives. 
We are all limited by the relative strength of the parties, which means that no single 
form of political expression will be able to promote any change independently of 
others. 
205 Intransigence, visions no one shares and absolute truths have no place in a pluralistic 
society. Tolerance is essential to consolidating the pluralism of our society and for 
advancing to a transition in which methods, goals, phases and time periods are agreed 
on. 
210 Changing the party is in power is not the only issue at stake in the next six years. 
Something much more significant and profound is also at risk: the hope of millions of 
Mexican men and women. 
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This is where the process of democratic convergence shows its true historic value and 
215 its ethical, moral and political sustenance. That is the real challenge at this stage of 
transition: responding to the hopes of all men and women through the interaction of 
the nation's various social and political forces. 
Like many of you in this chamber-and those of you throughout our country as 
220 well-I grew up on a ranch, on an ejido. All ofus in rural areas know that the best 
crops come from hybrids of several seeds, because even nature gains its greatest 
strength in diversity. 
That is how those of us who are farmers provide better feed for our cattle and how 
225 workers forge stronger metals. 
All the men and women in this Congress, all those who hear and see us throughout 
the nation, we must all understand that diversity is the foundation of our future, of our 
ideas, our energy, and our labor, which are the bricks, the pick and the shovel, the 
230 tempered steel for constructing the new Mexico. 
235 
Strict respect for the freedom of expression is an indispensable guarantee of 
democratic development; its preservation is the responsibility, first, of any democratic 
State. 
I firmly believe that the communications media arise from this freedom and that they 
can only fulfill their ethical responsibility to inform society if this freedom exists. 
My administration will show absolute respect for that fundamental freedom to inform 
240 and dissent. We will listen and respond to citizens' scrutiny expressed in public 
opm10n. 
I have adopted a new ethic that overcomes the historic evil of a official culture that 
favored the control and manipulation of information about political matters to the 
245 detriment of that information's timeliness and veracity. 
On the threshold of a new millennium, all-absorbing centralism and simulated 
federalism keep Mexico from being an authentically Federal State. 
250 We must fmd new ways to conduct relations between the Federal Executive Branch 
and the state governments through means different from the use of the current 
system's underlying mechanism of political and financial control. 
In order to redefine its conditions, today I call for a great Federal alliance to design a 
255 coherent plan under which each of the spheres-federal, state and municipal---can 
260 
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efficiently and transparently carry out the tasks entrusted to it. 
Opening up politics and the exercise of power to participation and control from the 
grassroots, its base, will be a central objective ofmy administration. 
I accept the people's mandate to consolidate democracy through methods that involve 
direct democracy, such as plebiscite, referendum and popular initiative. 
In a politically modem system, those instruments, duly regulated, enable citizens to 
265 express their feelings in a precise way and provide orientation that is beneficial. 
270 
The society we want requires ending all forms of discrimination. We will carry out 
our commitment to eliminate all forms of discrimination against and exclusion of 
minority groups. 
The goal is for the differences between one human being and another to be only those 
that indicate his or her commitment to freedom, justice and brotherhood. 
We Mexicans aspire and deserve to live with the certainty of a society of laws in 
275 which the government's example makes the legal order a reality of civic life. 
Arbitrary action and deficiencies in applying the law are the cause of many of o\Jr 
social ills. 
280 In Mexico, the use of violence has been the prerogative of the Government, rather 
than of the State. More than a few coercive actions of the State have been motivated 
by the political benefit of an official or group in power. 
Personal emnity or political differences with those who unlawfully hold power have 
285 been frequent causes of common citizens becoming the victims of the State's use of 
force. 
Use of spy or monitoring equipment or intimidation methods against parties, labor 
unions, social organizations, political figures or opinion leaders is not a valid means 
290 of governing and preserving the State's political security, 
If a Government needs to investigate what people are thinking, it is .because it is not 
listening. 
295 My administration will not tolerate the continued unpenalized use of these practices. 
Repression will never again be the means ofresolving political differences. My 
administration will not divert security agencies to dissuade our critics or to neutralize~ 
our opponents unless the State lacks information essential to national security. 
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300 The perils that befall the collective security of our citizens, risks to national security, 
and natural or human disasters that we must anticipate and prevent never arise from 
the exercise of freedom. 
Mexico will no longer be held up as a bad example in matters of human rights. We 
305 will protect human rights as never before, respecting them as never before and 
seeking a culture that repudiates any violation and punishes the guilty. 
310 
Corruption has left the Government's credibility with society at a very low ebb. 
Arrogance and arbitrary behavior make up the remainder of its image. 
These excesses mean that the public agenda still includes society's demand that moral 
authority be reinstated in the exercise of government. 
The solution is not merely more laws or tougher laws. Above all, we need laws to be 
315 enforced within a framework of complete certainty. That is the best alternative. 
320 
I will combat these ills with all the rigor and authority of the law, with all the power 
of the President of the Republic, but also with the simple and powerful force of 
example. 
My administration's decisions will be consistent with our history, but I will not allow 
the past to determine the destiny and prospects of Mexico's future. History is made by 
looking always forward, but no relation to the past is healthy if it is not based on the 
truth. 
325 Without replacing the processes of administration of justice and law enforcement, I 
propose to open what has remained closed in sensitive episodes of our recent history 
and to investigate what has not been resolved though steps that address the majority 
of Mexicans' demand for the truth. 
330 Society's justified indignation cannot be stifled. Highly placed corrupt officials of the 
past, present and future will be held accountable; for them there will be no wiping the 
slate clean and starting over. 
There will be no pious amnesia regarding those who have broken the law, nor will we 
335 tolerate those who seek to continue exercising privileges that are unacceptable today. 
However, no action related to the past will be motivated by any resentment, 
vengeance, desire for personal vindication or the wish to reinterpret history. 
340 We will give no quarter to crime. We will not rest until we live in safety, without fear 
or anxiety, until we enjoy life without assaults and ill treatment. 
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We will tackle the seemingly insoluble problem ofa lack of public safety with the 
strength of the law and our institutions, but also with measure that do away with 
345 extreme inequality and marginalization. 
Police action that is disconnected from its social context runs the risk of being seen as 
repression, and no purpose is served by resorting to authoritarianism when criminal 
behavior is not solely the result of the weakness of police forces. No police force is 
350 capable of containing hunger and unemployment. 
Objectively recognizing reality without distortions or complacency is a basic 
prerequisite for improving it. Although the main macroeconomic variables are stable, 
we have not yet fulfilled the long-held desire to moderate extreme wealth and 
355 extreme poverty. 
No doubt, I am taking office as the economy is operating well, but with a budget that 
has little room to maneuver to respond to our enormous social deficiencies. 
360 Throughout my election campaign, I saw great human and natural potential going to 
waste throughout the country: children without schools, young people without a 
future or prospects for advancement; family disintegration, marginalization and 
discrimination; highly trained professionals and technicians with no alternative to 
unemployment or underemployment; single mothers with no education who are the 
365 sole breadwirmers for their households; elderly people without support or resources 
with which to live out the last stage of their lives in peace. 
The government's accumulated responsibility is enormous in social matters. The least 
bit of common sense tells us how false the thesis is that claims we must curb people's 
370 living standards for the sake of economy's health. 
375 
I emphatically maintain that social justice is part of an efficient economy, not its 
adversary. It is time we recognized that everything cannot be solved by the State, nor 
can everything be solved by the market. 
In other words, it is neither all for the State, nor for the individual alone. 
I believe that the vote for democracy is inseparable from the vote for social equity. 
380 We can close our eyes to extreme poverty and marginalization; we can live with more 
crime, less water, fewer forests and a more contaminated environment. 
We can pretend not to see corruption, poverty and unemployment. Ifwe do so, we are 
betraying those who have fought for change. 
385 
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Mexico no longer wants nor is able to survive amid islands of wealth and prosperity 
surrounded by oceans of extreme poverty. 
For a long time now, millions of Mexican men and women have been bearing the 
390 heavy burden of marginalization and poverty. Those who suffer in this way have just 
demands to _make to society, to the State and to my administration. 
I am convinced that the economy must recover its moral and humanistic dimensions, 
which give it meaning and direction. I am also convinced that a society's quality of 
395 life is measured not only by its ability to generate wealth, but above all by its equity 
in the distribution of wealth. 
I will work with everyone and for everyone, but I will seek always to address first the 
needs of those who have been waiting for justice for time immemorial, and the needs 
400 of those who daily suffer from extreme poverty, neglect, ignorance and violence. 
Education ... we're getting there, calm down now ... 
Quality education, employment and regional development are the levers to remove, 
405 once and for all, the signs of poverty which are inequity, injustice, discrimination and 
exclusion. 
We owe a debt to the indigenous communities which we must settle: the original 
peoples of these lands continue to suffer an intolerable situation of injustice and 
410 inequality. 
I promised during my campaign, and today I reiterate: as Constitutional President of 
the Republic I have been, am and will be committed to new relations between the 
indigenous peoples and the Mexican State. I shall work tirelessly until this is 
415 achieved. 
I will implement programs, which they themselves will administer, aimed at 
improving their communities. 
420 I reiterate clearly and unequivocally that this task is and will be, from this moment 
on, the direct responsibility of the President of the Republic; that in fulfilling this 
commitment, I will take the lead. 
However, every effort will be insufficient without the full and constant participation 
425 of the indigenous peoples themselves and their representatives in national 
deliberations, proposals and decisions. 
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Brothers and Sisters of the indigenous communities, 
430 To my friends of the indigenous peoples: 
Allow me to address you in a special way. In a special way so that it is the future is a 
flourishing one. 
435 As President of Mexico, I responsibly pledge to create conditions that make possible 
the ongoing participation of each and every one of you, of your communities and 
your peoples, in building the legal frameworks that guarantee, within the National 
State, the full exercise of your autonomy and your self-determination in national 
unity, so that the future is a flourishing one. 
440 
Never again a Mexico without you! 
In Mexico and in Chiapas there will be a new dawn! 
445 In Chiapas, actions, not hollow words, will be the backbone of a new federal and 
presidential policy that leads to peace. 
I pledged my word to send to this Honorable Congress as a bill, the document 
prepared by the COCOPA, which summarizes the spirit of the San Andres Accords. 
450 This will be the first act ofmy administration related to this Congress. Next Tuesday, 
you will have this bill here. 
I call upon the legislators, the political forces and parties, to deliberate with full 
responsibility on the capital topic embodied in that document: that of the State, 
455 society and Mexico's indigenous peoples. 
In the rural sphere, we will seek to ensure that campesinos can make progress with 
the resources produced by their work and not with those the govermnent may give 
them. We are going to move on from inefficient subsidies to productive supports that 
460 generate wealth. 
465 
Education will form the backbone of development. I ratify my promise to make every 
effort to raise the budget for education, because it is here that we invest in our nation's 
future. 
It is here, in our educational quality, that the possibilities lie for children and young 
people to become a force for the nation. 
Public universities will maintain the favored place they now occupy in educating 
470 professionals. Their privatization is not the Order of the Day. What we are today in 
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the field of professions, companies and scientific and cultural knowledge is largely 
the product of the work of these public universities. 
It is incumbent upon the respective university communities alone to determine the 
475 reforms needed to preserve their centers of excellence and adapt to the requirements 
imposed by scientific and technological progress, as well as by the appearance of 
higher professional profiles stemming from the new knowledge. 
I reiterate the secular, public and gratuitous nature of the education provided by the 
480 State established in our laws. 
485 
-(VOICES IN CHORUS): Juarez! Juarez! Juarez! Juarez! 
-PRESIDENT VICENTE FOX: Juarez! Juarez! Juarez! Juarez! Juarez! Juarez! 
All right, young people. 
On these bases, we will extend education to all Mexicans; we will promote its equity 
and we will work to ensure the formation of values, the human development of 
490 students and efficient training for life and work. 
495 
Mexico's cultural wealth lies in its pluralism. Octavio Paz showed us the Mexican 
locked up in his labyrinth, hiding behind his mask, hurt by ancestral wounds that 
provoked submission and frustration. 
We must advance and go out into the world with pride and self-esteem, convinced 
that the things that distinguish us from the rest of the world also give us our identity. 
The children, the dear children of Mexico will be our priority, the justification for all 
500 our efforts. 
This morning I had a breakfast of delicious tamales with homeless children. I saw 
abandonment and injustice in their faces. 
505 When I assume before the people of Mexico each of the commitments I make, facing 
the nation, the memory of those children whom I promised not to fail is in my mind. 
510 
Today I say to all those little Mexican girls and boys that I will not fail them. 
Mexico's future cannot be built outside the realm of more than half of its population. 
Women -the majority of whom are committed to work two shifts a day, their job and 
attending to their homes and families- demand spaces and opportunities equal to their 
dedication and passion. It is my conviction to respond to these demands . 
• 
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515 My administration will conduct itself with a gender perspective. It will foster a 
cultural transformation that recognizes values and promotes measures to facilitate the 
full integration of women into all spheres of national activity. In this commitment I 
will pledge all the power of the Presidency I assume today. 
520 My administration's Economic Program calls for a genuine commitment to stability 
and growth. We are not going to play with macroeconomic variables. We are going to 
act with complete discipline. 
We do not want Pyrrhic victories in the fight against poverty. Artificial measures for 
525 well-being end up by confiscating the result of everyone's work and by postponing 
the well-being to which we aspire. 
We will maintain macroeconomic stability, because it represents the order without 
which what has been earned is lost. But we will work to turn it into tangible and 
530 specific benefits in the pockets of every Mexican man and woman. 
The Economic Program we propose calls for effective and prudent participation by 
the government, so as to promote equity between regions, companies and households. 
535 The program includes a business development policy for small, very small and 
medium-scale companies and a policy of economy, with a social rationale for very 
small companies, for the self-employed. 
We are going to emancipate Mexican men and women with lower incomes from a 
540 legal and institutional credit system that discriminates against them. 
I share the aspiration of building relations ofrespect, dialogue and common 
objectives with workers and their unions. 
545 There are many goals we must meet, beginning with a gradual but sustained increase 
in workers' living standards. 
550 
But there are no magic solutions. We need to raise productivity, create wealth and 
distribute it at the same time. 
My administration wants to support this effort by updating labor legislation to 
consolidate rights, promote employment, foster training, productivity and 
competitiveness, and thus provide new charmels for union life. 
555 The Fiscal Reform is not the easy way out for solving the government's revenue 
problems. It is the correct way. 
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The Mexico we want to build will have the Comprehensive Fiscal Reform as a 
cornerstone for stimulating savings and investment and for transforming tax 
560 collection into an engine of development. 
Its will be guided by criteria of equitable sharing of the burden, simplification of 
payment and effectiveness in administration. Its objective will be to make more 
resources available to benefit the poorest among us, to include those who have been 
565 excluded. 
570 
Bur above all, the nation's fiscal resources will be invested in health care, security 
and education for the coming generation: for your chifdren, for my children and for 
all of Mexico's kids. These resources are not for buying votes for the next election. 
As President of Mexico, I will devote the legal force ofmy constitutional authority, 
the legitimacy granted to me by the vote and all my political to this substantial 
objective. 
575 As regards energy resources, we will be faithful to our history and we will take 
strategic forecasts of the future into account. In this process the Federal Electricity 
Commission will not, I repeat, will not be privatized, nor will any of its assets be sold. 
We will promote before this Congress the opening to investment, in order to 
580 safeguard fiscal resources sp we can invest them in hospitals, schools, development of 
indigenous communities and the fight against poverty. That is where fiscal resources 
should be used. 
Within the current constitutional framework, PEMEX will continue as the exclusive 
585 property of the nation. 
590 
595 
It should nevertheless be recognized that PEMEX is dealing with strong 
administrative, budgetary and regulatory rigidity that prevents it from developing into 
an efficient and competitive company. 
Today I affirm that PEMEX will be transformed into a company managed with 
criteria of efficiency and subject to criteria in the vanguard worldwide; that PEMEX 
will be managed honestly. It will also be a company with sensitivity for the regions, 
states and municipalities in which it operates. 
Globalization is the hallmark of our times, but we must reconcile it with Mexico's 
interests. 
In the sphere of foreign policy, we reject any attempt at interference in our internal 
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600 affairs, we condemn any intention to enforce an extra-territorial criterion in the 
application oflaws of third parties. 
We are opposed to unilateral views and to any treatment that infringes the highest rule 
of international law: sovereign equality under international law, sovereign equality 
605 among nations. 
610 
My administration will not leave our dear migrants, our heroic migrants, on their 
own, nor our companies in the face of abuses of authority or unfair international trade 
practices. 
We will ensure that the talent we have throughout the world, in our Embassies and 
Consulates, becomes the best ally of their rights and a true lever of our country's 
economic development. 
615 One of the things that hurts most is to see how every year hundreds of thousands of 
Mexicans, many of them well trained, have to emigrate to the United States and 
Canada-many, very many of them from Guanajuato, indeed; and from Chiapas, and 
Tabasco, Mexico City, J alisco, Zacatecas, and Chihuahua and from the whole country 
to the United States and Canada-to find work and opportunities there which are 
620 denied to them in their own country. 
To all of them I reiterate my commitment to safeguard their rights abroad and during 
their return to Mexico. Here we will do the essential, and we will work to ensure that 
they will soon find here the opportunities they went in search of, because Mexico 
625 needs them all. 
Today I propose to democratize access to public health services, to have a system in 
which the beneficiaries have a voice in the decisions that affect them, and greater 
freedom in choosing the service provider, until we reach the point where every family 
630 can choose its own doctor. 
If on July 2nd Mexican men and women could choose their own President, I do not 
see why they carmot choose their own doctor. 
635 The change involves providing financial protection in the area of health care for the 
entire population, so that at the end ofthis six-year term all Mexican families have 
basic health insurance. It also means that public health-care services should be 
provided not only with quality, but also with the respect, warmth and sensitivity that 
we all want to see. 
640 
Housing is the essential space for Mexican families. It is a right embodied in our 
Constitution. It is a central commitment of my administration that every Mexican 
645 
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man and woman should have access to buying, building, remodeling or renting a 
house in keeping with their budget or credit rating and their preference. 
My administration will be responsive to the dream of hundreds of thousands of 
Mexican women and men of having a safe and decent place to live. 
The models of growth experienced in the past few decades have followed a strategy 
650 of grow today and clean up later. Protecting Mexicans' natural heritage is an essential 
part ofmy government program. 
We will promote a productive and competitive economy in harmony with the 
environment. It is only under a scheme of sustainable development that we will open 
655 doors for productive investment and economic growth. 
I disagree completely with the old expression that power is not to be shared. With that 
idea local bosses, centralism, authoritarianism and all the other pernicious forms of 
exercising public functions have been adopted. I will share power and also the 
660 responsibilities. 
665 
I am the depository of Executive Power, not its owner. I will never raise myself above 
the framework of the democratic origin of the office I have received; it will never be 
my purpose to concentrate power, but to gain moral authority in its exercise. 
I will not be a President who can do everything. The times when the President of 
Mexico was omnipresent on the national scene will end with us. 
It is no longer a single person or a government that is responsible for the destiny of 
670 the nation. All of us, in our daily labors, have a role to play in this great struggle in 
favor of Mexico. 
I invite all men and women, I call all men and women to a great alliance to move on 
from discretionary authority to the Rule of Law: a great alliance to advance from 
675 marginalization to development. A great alliance to turn pessimism into hope. A great 
alliance that fosters unity, harmony and agreement among the men and women of 
Mexico. 
We are beginning our term of office with a government team whose watchword is 
680 pluralism. It is a team of officials with democratic convictions and new ideas, who 
bring together a suitable amalgam of intelligence, loyalty and expertise, capable, 
honest and with a sense of State. Of course, a political vision of clan or clique is alien 
to them. 
685 To those men and women present here I would like to say publicly what I told them 
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in private: I do not believe in the ability of politicians who in order to be effective act 
outside any notion of legality. The improper resources they make use of and their lack 
of scruples disqualify any ability. 
690 Nor do I believe in an institutional system that compels complicity and is a pretext to 
justify atrocities. 
My boots are firmly on the ground, I look reality in the face and never turn my back 
on it. I will govern without developing any cult of personality and without any 
695 patrimonial concept of power. 
I will seek no greater privilege than to serve you, all of you and the people of Mexico. 
I will demand the same conviction of the members ofmy government team. 
700 I will also demand of them that they account for acts of corruption and of their 
subordinates. We must all accept this difficult job with seriousness, responsibility and 
satisfaction. 
The hard days ahead will undoubtedly be the best that God will have granted us to 
705 live, for there is nothing more pleasing that to serve one's homeland. 
710 
I believe in my country and am committed to its interests only. I proudly assume the 
vision of collaborating in the collective construction of its destiny, chosen by the 
democratic will of Mexicans. 
As President of the Republic I will always be engaged in fulfilling my mandate 
responsibly, honestly, effectively and patriotically. 
I will not tolerate any deviation, and I will ensure that every peso of public funds is 
715 well spent. 
It is my greatest aspiration to tum the hopes of all Mexicans into confidence. I am 
well aware that there will be many obstacles; our people have suffered many 
deceptions. The strategy will consequently not be complex aside from conventional 
720 forms, for my word will always be sincere. 
I am and will continue to be bound by my campaign pledges, and I will adhere to 
them without reservation. 
725 Mexicans aspire to a government that serves their interests sensitively and from close 
at hand. I will listen obediently to their voice. I will nourish my sensibilities with 
intense communication with organizations, groups and social sectors. 
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I feel a great responsibility faced with the expectations of all Mexican men and 
730 women, particularly young people and children. There is only one way to meet their 
expectations: work hard, starting today. 
To the boys and girls in their tender years who will soon have the country in their 
hands, we owe a trusting home and a life free of anguish and fears. We will respond 
735 to them with economic growth that allows all heads of families to have a job in order 
to live with dignity and decorum. We are starting today. 
740 
No more homeless children, no more school drop-outs, no more frustrated hopes. We 
are starting today to achieve these things. 
To our nation's youth, I offer to always listen to their voices, and to always heed the 
message in their eyes. I will share the struggle to realize their dreams and catch from 
them their social consciousness and their energy to fight iajustices. 
7 45 We will respond to them with universities of greater quality and with a diversity of 
professional options, with a scholarship system that recognizes merit and effort, 
because no young person should see his ambitions or the display of his qualities and 
talents frustrated for lack ofresources to study. 
750 To make that effective, we are starting today. 
To the men and women who labor in the workplace, to families, to teachers and 
professionals, to intellectuals and creators, to our technicians and artisans we owe a 
country oflaws, a safe country. To all of them we will respond by restoring security 
755 to cities and the countryside, starting today. 
As to retirees, I tell them that I will fight for fair pensions that allow them to live with 
dignity, with the dignity they deserve today. 
760 Building the Mexico of the future is not the task of one person. We need the work and 
commitment of all men and women, each at his or her own battlefront, but workign 
always with passion and love for our homeland. 
It is not enough to vote and then abandon political participation. The responsibility 
765 does not exclude anyone. On the contrary, true, profound and radical change will 
come from all of us or it will not come at all. 
Let us put aside pessimism and apathy. Let us be optimists while still keeping o'ur feet 
on the ground. Let us build the future with realism and joy, and day by day let us turn 
770 o~ present, ours and that of our families, into a better future for all men and women. 
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It is in our hands and within our reach, with the efforts of all, we will all be better for 
it. Let us start today. 
775 We have inherited backlogs, and we have work to do and problems to solve before us. 
780 
The challenge is great, but it should not intimidate us- there is no reason for it to do 
so. 
July 2nd awakened intense emotions in us and strengthened our love for Mexico. 
With this triumph we have first of all gained a new spirit to face the challenges of the 
future. Let us never lose it. Let us live it to the full every day, seeking always to be 
better and keeping the flame of hope alive. 
785 Today, we are all responsible for complying with the mandate we gave ourselves in 
that exemplary election; a mandate for change to install, to establish a democratic 
exercise of power. It is in our hands and within our reach, and we will all be better for 
it. 
790 I am and will continue to be obliged to continue the effort of this great nation, I am 
obliged to continue and to work with passion for those who gave us our homeland, for 
those who built the Mexico we have today and for those who dreamed of that 
different, successful and triumphant Mexico. Thank you. 
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Vicente Fox's inaugural address: Spanish Version1 
Hola Ana Cristina, hola Paulina, Vicente y Rodrigo; 
5 H. Congreso de la Union: 
He asumido la alta responsabilidad de Presidente de la Republica, protestando 
respetar la Constitucion y las Leyes que en ella tienen su origen. 
10 Lo he hecho tarnbien de frente a mi conciencia y teniendo presentes los valores y 
principios morales que me comprometen. 
15 
Yengo a este solemne acto, portando no solo mis convicciones personales, sino los 
suefios y anhelos de carnbio de todos los mexicanos. 
No es posible pasar por alto que asumo la titularidad de! Poder Ejecutivo en nuevas 
condiciones. La decision soberana de los electores de! 2 de julio, no tiene precedente. 
Nadie puede arrogarse la autoria de este logro, pero a nadie puede regatearsele su 
20 contribucion. 
25 
Al desarrollo de esa jomada acudimos millones de mexicanos y mexicanas, en todos 
los rincones de! pais, para emitir nuestro voto. Todos y todas participarnos en esta 
fiesta civica. 
Quiza por primera vez en nuestra historia, no hubo quien llegara tarde ni quien se 
rezagara. Nada impidio la libre expresion de nuestra voluntad democratica, nadie 
murio aquel dia para hacerla posible. Al final, el triunfo fue de todos. 
30 A la cita acudieron tarnbien las instituciones electorales, los partidos y sus candidatos. 
El entonces presidente, Ernesto Zedillo, reconocio el mandato que la ciudadania 
expreso en las umas y con animo republicano, facilito la transicion entre su 
administracion y el gobiemo que presido a partir de hoy. 
35 Por ello expreso el mas orgulloso reconocimiento a todas las mexicanas y mexicanos 
que el 2 de julio renovarnos nuestro pacto politico con civilidad y concordia. 
La presencia de los Jefes de Estado y de Gobiemo y de las Misiones Diplomaticas de 
Alto Nivel que hoy nos acompafian, es un signo de confianza que inspira nuestr~s 
40 perspectivas de carnbio. 
1 The speech was obtained from the Mexican government's official website, "Mexico: Presidencia de 
la Republica" at http://fox.presidencia.gob.mx 
45 
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Agradezco tambien la presencia de destacados representantes de la vida politica, 
econ6mica y cultural de! mundo. Reciban ustedes nuestro agradecimiento y lleven a 
sus paises la manifestaci6n de la gratitud y solidaridad de la sociedad mexicana. 
Las mexicanas y los mexicanos demostramos, en las pasadas elecciones, nuestra 
voluntad y de(;isi6n de fincar, sobre bases democraticas, los nuevos cimientos de la 
naci6n en el Siglo XXL 
50 Este cambio democratico que entr6 en su fase decisiva el 2 de julio, es resultado de 
un largo afan colectivo. Se gest6 durante varias decadas con el sacrificio y la entrega 
de muchos y muchas mexicanas excepcionales, que lucharon en distintas trincheras 
para hacer posible lo que abora vivimos. 
55 Evoco con devota emoci6n a Don Francisco I. Madero. Su sacrificio en pos de la 
democracia, no fue en vano. Hoy, al cierre de una etapa hist6rica, marcada por el 
autoritarismo, su figura se levanta de nuevo como un hito que marca el rumbo que 
nunca debi6 abandonarse. 
60 Rindo homenaje a los hombres y mujeres que fundaron organizaciones y partidos 
politicos, a los que por encima de! triunfo personal, creyeron y ensefiaron a creer en el 
triunfo de un Mexico democratico; a quienes hicieron de cada esquina una tribuna, 
hasta obtener este triunfo para la democracia. 
65 Pienso en Jose Vasconcelos, en Manuel Gomez Morin, en Vicente Lombardo 
Toledano, en Valentin Campa, en Jose Revueltas, en Manuel Clouthier, en Salvador 
Nava, en Luis Donaldo Colosio, en Heberto Castillo yen Carlos Castillo Peraza, entre 
otros muchos hombres y mujeres de este pais. 
70 Hombres de signos politicos diversos, pero de una misma convicci6n democratica. 
75 
Todos ellos estaran --hoy y siempre-- presentes en nuestra memoria. 
En esta nueva epoca de ejercicio democratico, el Presidente propone y el Congreso 
dispone. Esa es la nueva realidad de! Poder en Mexico. 
El presidencialismo tradicional impuso por muchos aiios su mon6logo. Ahora mas 
que nunca, gobemar es dialogar; la fuerza de la naci6n no puede venir ya de un solo 
punto de vista, de un solo partido o de una sola filosofia. 
80 Ahora como nunca, es necesario el entendimiento, el acuerdo y la convergencia entre 
los distintos actores politicos, econ6micos y sociales, los diferentes intereses 
legitimos y las diversas visiones ideol6gicas. 
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Convoco a todas las fuerzas politicas a construir, sin prejuicios, una relacion digna, 
85 transparente y sin servidumbres; a un intercambio franco y espontaneo de argumentos 
y razones con el nuevo gobiemo, para avanzar juntos en el encuadramiento juridico 
de! proceso de cambio. 
Por mi parte, alentare una relacion cimentada en negociaciones permanentes con los 
90 grupos parlamentarios que aqui concurren, para que en el proceso de coincidencias y 
discrepancias, alcancemos las reformas que eleven la legitimidad de las instituciones 
publicas y sus decisiones. 
En esta Sesion Solemne ratifico el compromiso de mi gobiemo de rendir cuentas ante 
95 esta Representacion Nacional, tan amplia y frecuentemente como sea necesario. 
Instruyo a los miembros del Gabinete a atender, con disposicion y prontitud, semana 
a semana, los requerimientos de este H. Congreso y de sus Comisiones. 
100 Los ciudadanos demandan una mejor justicia, la consolidacion de la autonomia de! 
Poder Judicial de la Federacion y la independencia de sus integrantes tendran, en el 
Ejecutivo a mi cargo, a su mejor aliado. 
En esta ocasion solemne, asumo el compromiso de hacer todo lo que este a mi 
I 05 alcance, a fin de reforzar la capacidad de los organos jurisdiccionales federales, para 
determinar la constitucionalidad de las Leyes de la Republica y la legalidad de los . 
actos de la Administracion Publica. 
Me honra asumir, por disposicion constitucional, el comando supremo de las Fuerzas 
110 Armadas. Con honor y dignidad, los soldados de Mexico han sido fieles, desde su 
juramento, a favor de la Nacion. 
Su lealtad a la Republica, el estricto cumplimiento de sus deberes constitucionales, su 
actuacion ejemplar en el combate al narcotnifico y la proteccion civil y su respeto a 
115 los procesos politicos de! pals, han constituido una garantia fundamental de la 
democracia. 
El gran reto de la Reforma de! Estado es inaugurar un nuevo futuro politico, despues 
de 71 aiios. Ello nos obliga a ser audaces para romper paradigmas, inercias y 
120 atavismos de una cultura politica que ha visto en el acuerdo un acto de capitulacion y 
en la coincidencia politica, prueba plena de cooptacion. 
125 
Solo por la via de franquear el paso a una era de democratizacion profunda de la vida 
nacional, la Reforma de! Estado podra satisfacer las expectativas sociales de cambio. 
Ello demanda una propuesta programatica consensada, de largo alcance, cuya 
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factibilidad no se agote en un acuerdo de coyuntura. 
El origen de muchos de nuestros males se encuentra en una concentraci6n excesiva de 
130 poder. La Reforma del Estado debera garantizar el fortalecimiento de un ejercicio de! 
poder, cada vez mas equilibrado y democratico. 
Debera garantizar tambien la modemizaci6n politica del pais, por la via de asegurar 
un Estado de Derecho pleno, equidad en la distribuci6n de la riqueza, racionalidad de 
135 la estructura administrativa de! gobiemo, institucionalizaci6n plena de! ejercicio de! 
poder publico, una amplia participaci6n social en sus decisiones y la preparaci6n para 
enfrentar los retos de la globalizaci6n. 
La altemancia no va a cerrar por si sola el proceso de transici6n. Invito, a todos 
140 cuantos tienen competencia para conducir la Reforma de! Estado, a que juntos 
propongamos al pais las iniciativas necesarias para un cambio sustantivo de regimen 
politico. Procedamos con sensatez y valentia a demoler todo vestigio de autoritarismo 
y a edificar una genuina democracia. 
145 La Constituci6n que nos rige, ha sido excesivamente deformada. Necesitamos 
reconstruir el consenso nacional de largo plazo, en tomo a una ley suprema, acorde 
con nuestras mejores tradiciones y con los requerimientos de! Siglo XXL 
Estabilidad politica y cambio democratico se condicionan de manera reciproca. Es 
150 practicamente imposible aislarlos sin perder eficacia y es una ilusi6n suponer que se 
dara el uno sin la otra. 
155 
Juntos debemos encontrar la formula para abordar todos los cambios que la naci6n 
demanda, sin perder la eficacia en la conducci6n de! gobiemo. 
Para garantizar una democracia eficaz y una eficacia democratica, asumo el 
compromiso de promover siete reformas medulares, recogidas durante mi campafia 
presidencial como el mandato de cambio de los mexicanos. 
160 Una reforma que consolide el avance democratico, para que toda persona pueda 
hablar con libertad y ser escuchada. 
165 
Una reforma que avance en el combate a la pobreza y en la igualdad social, para que 
ninguna madre carezca de dinero suficiente para comprar la leche de sus hijos. 
Una reforma educativa, que asegure la formaci6n de! mejor capital humano y para 
que ningunjoven en nuestro pais --asi sea el de condici6n mas humilde-- se quede sin 
alcanzar su proyecto educativo por falta de recursos. 
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170 Una reforma que garantice el crecimiento con estabilidad en la economia, para que 
nunca mas nuestros j6venes tengan que dejar su hogar y emigrar a otro pais. 
175 
Una reforma que descentralice facultades y recursos de la Federaci6n, para darles 
mayor vitalidad a los Estados, los Municipios y las comunidades. 
Una reforma que asegure la transparencia y el rendimiento de cuentas en la tarea de 
gobiemo, para anular la corrupci6n y el engafio. 
Una reforma que abata la inseguridad y cancele la irnpunidad, para que toda familia 
180 pueda dormir tranquila. 
185 
No se puede hacer politica rindiendo culto a nuestras diferencias. Las diferencias 
politicas e ideol6gicas, consustanciales a toda sociedad democratica, antes que 
dividimos nos enriquecen. 
Es imprescindible convertir esa valoraci6n en premisa basica de la nueva convivencia 
mexicana, para pasar de un pluralismo polarizante a una relaci6n plenamente 
civilizada entre los distintos actores politicos. 
190 Tenemos toda una historia por delante, que es imprescindible empezar a construir 
sabre un dialogo propositivo y en el marco de una relaci6n madura entre los actores 
politicos, que conduzca la lucha con etica y respeto y no como un pleito por el poder. 
Aceptemos con realismo que la democratizaci6n plena de! pais es una causa nacional 
195 que dificilmente surgira de iniciativas partidistas aisladas. 
Todos estamos lirnitados por la correlaci6n de fuerzas, lo que significa que ninguna 
expresi6n politica podra impulsar cambio alguno, en forma independiente. 
200 En una sociedad plural, no caben la intransigencia, las visiones unicas ni las verdades 
absolutas. La tolerancia es imprescindible para consolidar la pluralidad de nuestra 
sociedad y para avanzar a una transici6n concertada en cuanto a modalidades, fines, 
etapas y plazos. 
205 Lo que esta en juego en los pr6xirnos seis afios no es solo el cambio de un partido en 
el poder, esta enjuego algo mucho mas significativo y profundo: la esperanza de 
millones de mexicanas y mexicanos. 
Aqui encuentra el proceso de convergencia democratica su verdadero valor hist6rico, 
210 sus sustento etico, moral y politico. Ese es el verdadero reto en esta etapa de 
transici6n, dar respuesta a las esperanzas de todas o todos a traves de! encuentro entre 
las diferentes fuerzas politicas y sociales de la naci6n. 
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Como muchos de ustedes en este recinto --y al igual en todo nuestro pais-- yo creel en 
215 un rancho, en un ejido y todos en el campo sabemos que la mayor cosecha es la que 
crece de! hibrido de distintas semillas, porque aun la naturaleza obtiene su mayor 
fuerza en la diversidad. 
Asi es como )a gente de! campo alimentamos mejor el ganado y el obrero forja los 
220 metales mas fuertes. , , 
Todas y todos en este Congreso, todos quienes nos escuchan y nos ven en toda la 
nacion, debemos saber que la diversidad es el fundamento de nuestro futuro, nuestra 
ideas, nuestra energia, nuestro trabajo, son los ladrillos, el pico y la pala, el acero 
225 templado para construir el nuevo Mexico. 
230 
El estricto respeto a la libertad de expresion es garantia irrenunciable de desarrollo 
democratico, su preservacion es el compromiso, primero, de todo Estado 
democratico. 
Creo firmemente que los medios de comunicacion nacen de la libertad y solo en ella 
pueden cumplir su responsabilidad etica de informar a la sociedad. 
Mi Gobiemo observara un absoluto respeto a esa libertad fundamental de informar y 
235 disentir. Escucharemos y atenderemos el escrutinio ciudadano de la opinion de la 
ciudadania. 
Me comprometo con una nueva etica que supere el vicio historico de una cultura 
oficial que privilegio el control y la manipulacion de la informacion sobre los asuntos 
240 politicos, en demerito de su oportunidad y veracidad. 
En el umbra! de! nuevo milenio, un centralismo absorbente y un federalismo 
simulado, impiden que Mexico sea un autentico Estado Federal. 
245 Tenemos que encontrar nuevas vias par conducir las relaciones de! Ejecutivo Federal 
con los Gobiemos estatales, a traves de formas ajenas al cobro de mecanismo de 
control politico y financiero subyacente en el actual sistema. 
Al fin de replantear sus terminos, hoy convoco a una grana alianza Federal para 
250 disefiar un esquema coherente en el que cada uno de los ambitos federal, estatal y 
municipal, lleve a cabo con eficiencia y transparencia las labores que le son 
encomendadas. 
Abrir la politica y el ejercicio de! Poder a la participacion y control desde la base 
255 social, sera un objetivo central de mi Gobiemo. 
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Acepto el mandato popular de consolidar la democracia a traves de formulas 
relacionadas con la democracia directa, como el plebiscito, el referendum y la 
iniciativa popular. 
104 
En un sistema politicamente moderno, tales instrumentos debidamente 
reglamentados, permiten que la ciudadania manifieste su sentir, de manera precisa y 
proporcione orientaciones enriquecedoras. 
265 La sociedad que queremos, exige terrninar con toda forma de discriminacion. 
Haremos realidad nuestros compromisos de eliminar toda forma de discriminacion y 
exclusion de los grupos minoritarios. 
El objetivo es que no haya entre el ser humano y otro, mas diferencia que las que 
270 sefiala su compromiso con la libertad, la justicia y la fraternidad. 
Los mexicanos aspiramos y merecemos vivir en la certeza de la legalidad en la que el 
ejemplo de! Gobierno haga de! orden legal una realidad civica. 
275 Caprichos e insuficiencias en la aplicacion de la ley explican muchos de nuestros 
males sociales. 
En Mexico, el uso de la violencia ha sido una prerrogativa de! Gobierno, mas que de! 
Estado. No pocos actos de coercion de! Estado han sido motivados por conveniencias 
280 politicas de algun funcionario o grupo de poder. 
La enemistad personal o la discrepancia politica con quienes detentan el poder ha sido 
causa frecuente para que el ciudadano comun sea victima de la fuerza de! Estado. 
285 Para gobernar y preservar la seguridad politica de! Estado, no es valido usar aparatos 
de espionaje de vigilancia o de intirnidacion en contra de partidos, sindicatos, 
organizaciones sociales, personajes politicos o lideres de opinion. 
290 
Un Gobierno para saber lo que la gente esta pensando, es porque no esta escuchando. 
Mi Gobierno no tolerara que continuen impunemente estas practicas. La represion 
nunca mas sera medio para resolver diferencias politicas. Mi Gobierno no distraera a 
los organos de seguridad para disuadir a sus criticos o para neutralizar a sus 
opositores; mientras que el Estado carece de informacion indispensable para la 
295 seguridad nacional. 
Los peligros que acechan a la seguridad colectiva de los ciudadanos, los riesgos para 
la seguridad nacional y las contingencias de caracter natural o humano que debemos 
300 
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anticipar y evitar, nunca provienen de! ejercicio de la libertad. 
Mexico no sera ya mas una referenda de descredito en materia de derechos humanos, 
vamos a protegerlos como nunca, a respetarlos como nunca y a considerar una cultura 
que repudie cualquier violaci6n y sancione a los culpables. 
305 La corrupci6n ha dejado exhausta la credibilidad social en el Gobiemo. La 
prepotencia y arbitrariedad han configurado el resto de su imagen. 
310 
Tales excesos mantienen en Ia agenda publica el reclamo social de restituir autoridad 
moral al ejercicio de! Gobiemo. 
La soluci6n no es tan s6lo mas Leyes o Leyes mas duras, se requiere sobre todo que 
su aplicaci6n se de en un marco de plena certeza, esa es Ia mejor altemativa. 
Combatire estos males con el rigor y el imperio de Ia ley, con todo el poder de! 
315 Presidente de la Republica, pero tambien con la fuerza sencilla y poderosa de! 
ejemplo. 
Las decisiones de mi Gobiemo tendran congruencia hist6rica, pero no aceptare que 
sea el pasado el que decida la suerte y las expectativas de nuestro porvenir. La 
320 historia se hace viendo siempre hacia delante, pero ninguna relaci6n con el pasado es 
saludable, si no esta fincada en la verdad, sin sustituir a las instancias de procuraci6n 
e impartici6n de justicia. 
Me propongo abrir lo que ha permanecido cerrado en episodios sensibles de nuestra 
325 historia reciente e investigar lo que no ha sido resuelto, mediante una instancia que 
atienda los reclamos por la verdad de la mayoria de los mexicanos. 
330 
No es posible contener la justa indignaci6n social. Los grandes corruptos de! pasado, 
de! presente y de! futuro rendiran cuentas, no habra para ellos borr6n y cuenta nueva. 
No habra piadoso olvido para quienes delinquieron, tampoco habra tolerancia para 
quienes pretendan continuar con privilegios hoy inaceptables. 
Sin embargo, ningun acto relacionado con el pasado estara inspirado por 
335 resentimiento alguno, venganza, ansias de reivindicaci6n personal o aspiraciones a 
reinterpretar la historia. . 
340 
No daremos cuartel a la delincuencia, no descansaremos hasta que vivamos seguros, 
sin temor ni angustia, hasta que disfrutemos de la vida sin asaltos ni vejaciones. 
Abordaremos el rompecabezas de la inseguridad, con la fortaleza de la ley y las 
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instituciones, pero tambien con medidas que hagan desaparecer la desigualdad 
extrema y la marginaci6n. 
106 
345 Las .medidas policiacas desvinculadas de! contexto social, corren el riesgo de tomarse 
en represi6n y no sirve apostarle al autoritarismo cuando la criminalidad no es s6lo 
producto de la debilidad de las fuerzas de seguridad. No hay cuerpo policiaco capaz 
de contener hambre y desempleo. 
350 Reconocer con objetividad la realidad, sin deformaciones ni complacencias, es una 
premisa basica para mejorarla. No obstante que existe estabilidad en las principales 
variables macroecon6micas, seguimos sin alcanzar el viejo anhelo de moderar 
opulencia e indigencia. 
355 Recibo este gobiemo con una economia en marcha ciertamente, pero con un 
presupuesto con muy escaso margen de maniobra para responder a Jos enormes 
rezagos sociales. 
A lo largo de mi campafia electoral observe grandes potenciales humanos y naturales, 
360 desaprovechados en todo el pals: nifios sin escuela, j6venes sin futuro ni perspectivas 
de avance; desintegraci6n familiar, marginaci6n y discriminaci6n; profesionistas y 
tecnicos altamente capacitados, sin otra alternativa que el desempleo y el subempleo; 
madres solteras sin preparaci6n, como unico sosten de sus hogares; ancianos sin 
apoyo ni recursos para pasar con tranquilidad la ultima etapa de su vida. 
365 
La responsabilidad gubernamental acumulada es enorme en materia social. El mas 
rninimo sentido comun, sefiala la falsedad de la tesis que afirma que es preciso frenar 
el nivel de vida de la poblaci6n, en aras de la salud de la economia. 
3 70 Sostengo enfaticamente que la justicia social es p~e de una economia eficiente, no 
su adversaria. Es hora de reconocer que ni todo puede ser resuelto por el Estado ni 
todo puede ser solucionado por el mercado. 
Dicho de otro modo: ni el Estado todo, ni el individuo solo. 
375 
Es mi convicci6n que el voto por la democracia es inseparable de! voto por la equidad 
social. 
Podemos cerrar los ojos a la rniseria ya la marginaci6n, podemos vivir con mas, 
380 delincuencia, menos agua, menos bosque y un ambiente mas contaminado. 
Podemos fingir que no vemos la corrupci6n, la pobreza ni el desempleo. Si lo 
hacemos, estaremos traicionando a quienes han Juchado por el cambio. 
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385 Mexico ya no quiere ni puede sobrevivir entre islas de riqueza y prosperidad, 
rodeadas por mares de miseria. 
Desde hace mucho tiempo, millones de mexicanos y mexicanas resisten la sobrecarga 
de la marginaci6n y la pobreza. Quienes la padecen, tienenjustos reclamos que 
390 formular a la sociedad, al Estado ya mi gobiemo. 
Estoy convencido de que la economia debe recuperar la dimension moral y 
humanista, para darle sentido y rumba. Estoy convencido tambien de que la calidad 
de vida de una sociedad no se mide unicamente por su capacidad para generar 
395 riqueza, sino sabre todo por la equidad para distribuirla. 
400 
Trabajare con todos y por todos, pero buscare atender siempre --primero-- a quienes 
esperan la justicia desde tiempo inrnemorial, a quienes cotidianamente sufren la 
miseria, el abandono, la ignorancia y la violencia. 
La educaci6n ... ya vamos, ya vamos, tranquilos ... 
La educaci6n de calidad, el empleo y el desarrollo regional seran las palancas para 
remover, de una vez par todas, el signo de la pobreza que es inequidad, injusticia, 
405 discriminaci6n y exclusion. 
410 
Con las comunidades indigenas tenemos una deuda que habremos de saldar, las 
pueblos originarios de estas tierras siguen sufriendo una intolerable situaci6n de 
injusticia y desigualdad. 
Desde mi campafia lo ofreci y hoy lo refrendo: como Presidente Constitucional de la 
Republica he estado, estoy y estare comprometido con una nueva relaci6n entre las 
pueblos indigenas y el Estado Mexicano. Trabajare sin descanso hasta lograrlo. 
415 Aplicare programas dirigidos al mejoramiento de sus comunidades que ellas mismas 
habran de administrar. 
Reitero clara e inequivocamente que esta !area es y sera, desde este momento, 
responsabilidad directa de! Presidente de la Republica; que en el cumplimiento de 
420 este compromiso, voy por delante. 
425 
Sin embargo, todo esfuerzo sera insuficiente, sin la participaci6n plena y constante de 
los propios pueblos indigenas y sus representantes en las deliberaciones, en las 
propuestas y en las decisiones nacionales. 
Hermanos y hermanas de las comunidades indigenas; 
A mis amigas y amigos de los pueblos indigenas: 
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Permitanme dirigirme a ustedes de manera especial. De manera especial para que sea 
430 el mafiana el que florezca. 
Como Presidente de Mexico, asumo responsablemente el compromiso de crear 
condiciones que hagan posible la participaci6n permanente de todos y cada uno de 
ustedes, de sus comunidades y sus pueblos, en la construcci6n de los marcos legales 
435 que garanticen dentro de! Estado Nacional el ejercicio pleno de su autonomia y su 
libre determinaci6n en la unidad nacional, para que sea el mafiana el que florezca. 
jNunca mas un Mexico sin ustedes! 
440 jEn Mexico yen Chiapas habra un nuevo amanecer! 
En Chiapas seran las acciones, no las palabras huecas, el eje vertebral de una nueva 
politica federal y presidencial que conduzca a la paz. 
445 Fue mi palabra empefiada enviar a este H. Congreso de la Uni6n, como Iniciativa de 
Ley, el documento elaborado por la COCOP A, que sintetiza el espiritu de los 
Acuerdos de San Andres y este sera mi primer acto de mi gobiemo en referencia a 
este Congreso. El pr6ximo martes, tienen aqui ta! iniciativa. 
450 Convoco a los y las legisladores, a las fuerzas y partidos politicos, para que deliberen 
con plena responsabilidad el tema capital que aquel documento entrafia: el de! Estado, 
la sociedad y los pueblos indigenas de Mexico. 
En el ambito rural, buscaremos que los campesinos puedan progresar con los 
455 recursos, fi:uto de su trabajo y no con los que pueda darles el gobiemo. Vamos a pasar 
de los subsidios ineficientes, a los apoyos productivos que generan riqueza. 
La educaci6n sera la columna vertebral de! desarrollo. Ratifico mi palabra de buscar 
por todos medios, a fin de elevar el presupuesto para la educaci6n porque es aqui 
460 donde invertimos en el futuro de la naci6n. 
Es aqui, en nuestra calidad educativa, donde radican las posibilidades de que nifios y 
j6venes se constituyan en fuerza para la naci6n. 
465 La Universidad publica mantendra el lugar privi!egiado que actualmente ocupa en la 
formaci6n de profesionales. No esta en la Orden de! Dia su privatizaci6n. Lo que 
somos hoy en el terreno .de las profesiones, las empresas y el conocimiento cientifico 
y cultural, es en gran parte fi:uto de la obra de estas Universidades publicas. 
470 S6lo a las respectivas comunidades universitarias corresponde deterrninar las 
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reformas para preservar sus nucleos de excelencia y adecuarse a los requerimientos 
impuestos por los avances cientificos y tecnol6gicos, asi como por la aparici6n de 
perfiles profesionales superiores, derivados de los nuevos conocimientos. 
475 Refrendo la laicidad, el caracter publico y la gratuidad que establecen nuestras !eyes 
en la educaci6n que establece el Estado. 
-Voces a coro: jJuarez!, jJuarez! jJuarez! jJuarez! 
480 -Presidente Vicente Fox: jJuarez!, jJuarez!, jJuarez!, jJuarez!, jJuarez!, jJuarez! 
Bien, j6venes. 
Sobre estas bases, extenderemos la educaci6n a todas las mexicanas y mexicanos; 
485 promoveremos su equidad y nos empeiiaremos en la formaci6n de valores, en el 
desarrollo humano de los alumnos y en la capacitaci6n eficiente para la vida y para el 
trabajo. 
La riqueza cultural de Mexico esta en su pluralidad. Octavio Paz nos mostr6 al 
490 mexicano encerrado en su laberinto, escondido detras de su mascara, lastimado por 
heridas ancestrales que provocaron sometimiento y frustraci6n. 
495 
Debemos avanzar y salir al mundo con orgullo y autoestima, convencidos de que lo 
que nos distingue de! resto de! mundo es tambien lo que nos da identidad. 
Los chiquillos, los queridos chiquillos de Mexico seran nuestra prioridad, la 
justificaci6n de todos nuestros empeiios. 
Hoy por la maiiana, desayune ricos tamales con niiios de la calle. Percibi en sus 
500 rostros el abandono y la injusticia. 
505 
Cuando asumo ante el pueblo de Mexico cada uno de los compromisos que hago, de 
cara a la Nacion, esta en mi mente el recuerdo de estos niiios a los que ofreci no 
fallarles. 
Hoy !es digo, a todas las chiquillas y chiquillos mexicanos y mexicanas, que no !es 
fallare. El futuro de Mexico no puede construirse al margen de mas de la mitad de su 
poblaci6n. 
510 Las mujeres --empeiiadas en su mayoria en dos jornadas cotidianas de trabajo, la 
laboral y la derivada de su atenci6n a los asuntos de hogar y de familia-- demandan 
espacios y oportunidades, a la altura de su entrega y pasi6n. Es mi convicci6n atender 
este reclamo. 
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515 Mi gobiemo se conducira con perspectiva de genero, impulsara una transformaci6n 
cultural que reconozca los valores y que promueva las medidas para facilitar la plena 
integraci6n de la mujer en todos los ambitos de! quehacer nacional. En este 
compromiso, empeiiare toda la fuerza de la Presidencia que hoy asumo. 
520 El Programa Econ6mico de mi Gobiemo contempla un compromiso autentico con la 
estabilidad y el crecimiento. Con las variables macroecon6micas no vamos a jugar. 
V amos a actuar con plena disciplina. 
No queremos victorias pirricas en el combate a la pobreza. Las medidas de bienestar 
525 artificial terminan por confiscar el fruto de! trabajo de todos y por aplazar el bienestar 
que anhelamos. 
Mantendremos la estabilidad macroecon6mica, porque representa ese orden, sin el 
cual lo ganado se pierde. Pero trabajaremos para convertirla en beneficios tangibles y 
530 concretos, en los bolsillos de cada mexicana y cada mexicano. 
535 
El Programa Econ6mico que proponemos contempla una participaci6n eficaz y 
ponderada de! Gobiemo, para promover la equidad entre las regiones, las empresas y 
los hogares. 
Una politica de desarrollo empresarial para la pequeiia, micro y mediana empresa y 
una politica de economia, con sentido social para la microempresa, para los 
trabajadores por su cuenta. 
540 V amos a emancipar a las mexicanas y mexicanos de menores ingresos, de un sistema 
legal e institucional de credito, que Jes discrimina. 
545 
Comparto la aspiraci6n de construir una relaci6n de respeto, dialogo y objetivos 
comunes con los obreros y sus sindicatos. 
Muchas son las metas que habremos de alcanzar, comenzando por la elevaci6n 
gradual, pero sostenida, de! nivel de vida de los trabajadores. 
Pero no hay soluciones magicas. Requerimos aumentar la productividad, crear 
550 riqueza y distribuirla al mismo tiempo. 
555 
Mi gobiemo quiere apoyar este esfuerzo mediante la actualizaci6n de la legislaci6n 
laboral para consolidar derechos, promover el empleo, fomentar la capacitaci6n, la 
productividad y la competitividad y dar asi nuevos cauces a la vida sindical. 
La Reforma Fiscal no es la salida facil para resolver los problemas de ingreso de! 
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gobiemo. Es Ia saiida correcta. 
El Mexico que queremos edificar tendra una piedra angular en la Reforrna Fiscal 
560 Integral como via para estimular el ahorro, las inversiones y transforrnar la 
recaudaci6n en motor de! desarrollo. 
Sus criterios seran de equidad en las cargas, simplificaci6n de! pago y eficacia en Ia 
administraci6n; su objetivo sera disponer de mayores recursos para beneficiar a los 
565 mas pobres, para incluir a los excluidos. 
570 
Pero sobre todo, los recursos fiscales de la naci6n seran invertidos en salud, seguridad 
y educaci6n para la siguiente generaci6n: para tus hijos, para mis hijos y para todos 
los chiquillos de Mexico. No es para comprar votos para la siguiente elecci6n. 
Como Presidente de la Republica, pondre en este objetivo sustancial la fuerzajuridica 
de mis facultades constitucionales. La legitimidad que me otorg6 el voto y toda mi 
voluntad politica. 
575 En materia de recursos energeticos seremos fieles a nuestra historia y atenderemos las 
previsiones estrategicas frente al porvenir. En este proceso no, no, no se privatizara la 
Comisi6n Federal de Electricidad ni se vendera ninguno de su activos. 
Promoveremos ante este H. Congreso la apertura a la inversion, a fin de salvaguardar 
580 los recursos fiscales para invertirlos en hospitales, escuelas, desarrollo de 
comunidades indigenas y combate a la pobreza; eso es donde deben de usarse los 
recursos fiscaies. 
En el marco constitucional vigente, PEMEX continuara coma propiedad exclusiva de 
585 la naci6n. 
590 
595 
Debe reconocerse, sin embargo, que PEMEX enfrenta una fuerte rigidez 
administrativa presupuestal y norrnativa que le impiden desarrollarse coma empresa 
eficiente y competitiva. 
Hoy ratifico que PEMEX sera transforrnado en una empresa manejada con criterios 
de eficiencia y sujeta a criterios de vanguardia a nivel mundial; que PEMEX sera 
administrada honestamente. Sera tambien, una empresa con sensibilidad para las 
regiones, Ios estados y los municipios en los que opera. 
La globalizaci6n es el signo de nuestro tiempo, pero debemos conciliarlo con los 
intereses de Mexico. 
En materia de politica exterior, rechazamos todo intento de injerencia en nuestros 
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600 asuntos intemos, condenamos cualquier intenci6n de hacer valer un criterio 
extraterritorial en la aplicaci6n de !eyes de terceros. 
Nos oponemos a las visiones unilaterales ya cualquier trato que infrinja la regla 
maxima de! derecho internacional: igualdad soberana de! derecho internacional, 
605 igualdad soberana entre las naciones. 
610 
Mi Gobierno no dejara solos a nuestros queridos rnigrantes, a nuestros heroicos 
rnigrantes, ni a nuestras empresas frente a abusos de la autoridad o practicas desleales 
de comercio intemacional. 
Nos aseguraremos que el talento que tenemos por todo el mundo, en nuestras 
Embajadas y Consulados se convierta en el mejor aliado de sus derechos yen una 
verdadera palanca de! desarrollo econ6rnico de nuestro pals. 
615 Una de las cosas que miis duelen es ver c6mo cada aiio, cientos de miles de 
mexicanos, muchos de ellos bien preparados, tienen que ernigrar a Estados Unidos y 
Canada --muchos, muchisimos de ellos de Guanajuato, efectivamente; y de Chiapas, 
y de Tabasco, y de la ciudad de Mexico, y de Jalisco, y de Zacatecas, y de Chihuahua 
y de todo el pals a Estados Unidos ya Canada-- para encontrar ahl trabajo y 
620 oportunidades que !es son negados en su propio pals. 
A todos ellos reitero el comprorniso de que velare por sus derechos en el extranjero y 
en su regreso a Mexico. Aqul haremos lo esencial y trabajaremos para que pronto 
encuentren las oportunidades que fueron a buscar, porque Mexico !es necesita a todos 
625 ellos. 
Hoy propongo democratizar el acceso a los servicios de salud publica, contar con un 
sistema en el que los beneficiarios tengan voz en las decisiones que !es afectan, y una 
mayor libertad en la elecci6n de! prestador de! servicio, hasta llegar a que cada 
630 familia elija a su propio medico. 
Si el 2 de julio mexicanos y mexicanas pudieron elegir a su Presidente, no veo por 
que no puedan elegir a su medico. 
635 El cambio implica brindar protecci6n financiera en materia de salud a toda la 
poblaci6n, para que al finalizar el sexenio todas las farnilias mexicanas cuenten con 
un seguro basico de salud. Implica tambien que los servicios publicos de salud se 
otorguen no solo con calidad, sino con el respeto, la calidez y la sensibilidad que 
todos queremos ver. 
640 
La vivienda es el espacio esencial de las familias mexicanas, es un derecho 
consignado en nuestra Constituci6n, es un compromiso central de mi Gobierno, que 
645 
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cualquier mexicano y mexicana tenga-acceso a comprar, construir, remodelar o rentar 
una casa de acuerdo a su presupuesto o capacidad de credito y preferencia. 
Lo sueiios de cientos de miles de mexicanas y mexicanos para contar con un lugar 
seguro y digno, encontraran respuesta en mi Gobierno. 
Los modelos de crecimiento experimentados en las ultimas decadas, han seguido la 
650 estrategia de crecer hoy y limpiar despues. La proteccion de! patrimonio natural de 
los mexicanos es parte esencial de mi programa de Gobierno. 
Promoveremos una economia productiva y competitiva en armonia con el ambiente, 
solo bajo un eje de desarrollo sustentable es que daremos cabida a la inversion 
655 productiva y al crecimiento econornico. 
Difiero radicalmente de la antigua expresion de que el poder no se comparte. Con esa 
idea se ha prohijado el cacicazgo, el centralismo, el autoritarismo y todas las demas 
formas perniciosas de ejercer la funcion publica. Compartire el poder y tambien las 
660 responsabilidades. 
665 
Soy depositario de! Poder Ejecutivo, no su propietario. Jamas me alzare par encima 
de! marco de! origen democratico de! cargo que he recibido, nunca sera mi proposito 
concentrar el poder, sino ganar autoridad moral en su ejercicio. 
No sere un Presidente que lo pueda todo. Terrninara entre nosotros la epoca en que el 
Presidente de la Republica era omnipresente en el escenario nacional. 
Ya no es mas una sola persona o un Gobierno el responsable de las destinos de la 
670 nacion. Todos y todas tenemos, en nuestras trincheras cotidianas, un papel que jugar 
en esta gran lucha a favor de Mexico. 
A todos y a todas invito, a todos y a todas convoco a una gran alianza para transitar 
de la discrecionalidad al Estado de Derecho: una gran alianza para avanzar de la 
675 marginacion y el desarrollo, una gran alianza para transformar el pesirnismo en 
esperanza, una gran alianza que fomente la unidad, la concordia y el acuerdo entre 
mexicanos y mexicanas. 
Iniciamos nuestra gestion con un equipo de Gobierno cuyo signo es la pluralidad. Se 
680 trata de un equipo de funcionarios de conviccion democratica y con ideas nuevas, que 
reunen una adecuada amalgama de inteligencia, lealtad y pericia, capaces, honestos y 
con sentido de Estado. Ajenos, par supuesto; a una vision politica de clan o cofradia. 
A ellos y a ellas, aqui presentes, quiero expresarles en publico lo que !es dije en 
685 privado: no creo en la habilidad de aquellos politicos que para ser eficaces, actuan al 
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margen de toda noci6n de legalidad. Los recurso indebidos de que se valen y su falta 
de escrupulos descalifican cualquier habilidad. 
Tampoco creo en aquella institucionalidad que obliga la complicidad y que es 
690 pretexto para justificar atrocidades. 
695 
Tengo las botas bien puestas en la tierra, a Ia realidad la veo de frente y nunca le doy 
la espalda. Gobernare alejado de! culto a la personalidad y de toda concepci6n 
patrimonialista de! poder. 
No buscare mas privilegio que servir a ustedes, a todos ustedes y al pueblo de 
Mexico. Esta misma convicci6n Jes exigire a quienes integran mi equipo de Gobierno. 
Les exigire tambien cuentas por actos de corrupci6n y de sus subordinados. Todos 
700 debemos de aceptar esta dura carga con gravedad, serenidad y satisfacci6n. 
Las duras jornadas que nos esperan, seran sin duda las mejores que Dios nos haya 
concebido vivir, pues nada hay mas hermoso que servir a la patria. 
705 Creo en mi pais y unicamente su interes me compromete. Asumo con orgullo la 
vision de colaborar en la construcci6n colectiva de su destino, asignada por la 
voluntad democratica de los mexicanos. 
Como Presidente de la Republica estare siempre abocado al cumplimiento de mi 
710 mandato con responsabilidad, honradez, eficacia y patriotismo. 
No tolerare desviaci6n alguna y me cerciorare de que cada peso de los recursos 
publicos sea bien gastado. 
715 Es mi mayor aspiraci6n convertir la esperanza de todos los mexicanos en confianza. 
Se perfectamente que habra muchos obstaculos; la poblaci6n ha sufrido muchos 
engafios, la estrategia en consecuencia no sera compleja por encima de 
convenci_onalismos, en mi palabra estara empefiada, siempre, Ia mayor sinceridad. 
720 Estoy y seguire obligado por mis comprornisos de campafia, a ellos me apegare_ sin 
reserva. 
Los mexicanos aspiramos a un Gobierno que sirva con sensibilidad y cercania a sus 
intereses; escuchare con obediencia su voz, nutrire mi sensibilidad con una intensa 
725 comunicaci6n con organizaciones, grupos y sectores sociales. 
Siento una gran responsabilidad ante las expectativas de todas las mexicanas y 
mexicanos, particularmente de los j6venes y los chiquillos, para satisfacerlas una sola 
730 
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es la consigna: trabajar duro a partir de hoy. 
A las niiias y niiios que en sus aiios tiemos tendran al pais en sus manos 
pr6ximamente, Jes debemos una morada confiada y una vida exenta de angustias y de 
temores. A ellos Jes responderemos con un crecimiento econ6mico que permita a 
todos los jefes de familia tener un empleo para vivir con dignidad y decoro, · 
735 comenzamos hoy. 
No mas niiios de la calle, no mas deserci6n escolar, no mas ilusiones frustradas, para 
lograrlo, empezamos hoy. 
740 A los j6venes Jes ofrezco escuchar siempre sus voces, atender invariablemente el 
mensaje de sus miradas, compartir la lucha para realizar sus sueiios y contagiarme de 
sus simpatia social y de su energia para combatir las injusticias. 
Les responderemos con Universidades de mas calidad y con diversidad de opciones 
7 45 profesionales, con un sistema de becas que reconozca el merito y el esfuerzo, porque 
ningunjoven debe de ver frustradas sus ambiciones ni el despliegue de sus cualidades 
y talentos por falta de recursos para estudiar. 
Para que esto sea efectivo, iniciamos hoy. 
750 
A las mujeres y hombres· que ocupan las trincheras de! trabajo, a las farnilias, a los 
maestros y a los profesionistas, a los intelectuales y creadores, a nuestros tecnicos y 
artesanos Jes debemos un pais de !eyes, un pais seguro. A todas y a todos Jes 
responderemos con la recuperaci6n de la seguridad en la ciudad y en el campo a partir 
755 de hoy. 
A los jubilados Jes digo que luchare por pensiones justas, que Jes permitan vivir con 
dignidad, con la dignidad que se merecen hoy. 
760 La construcci6n de! Mexico de! futuro no es tarea de una persona, se necesita de! 
trabajo y el compromiso de todas y de todos, cada quien desde su trinchera, pero 
siempre con pasi6n y amor por nuestra patria. 
No basta votary luego abandonar la participaci6n politica. La responsabilidad no 
765 excluye a nadie, al contrario, el cambio verdadero, profundo y radical vendra de todos 
o no vendra. 
Hagamos a un !ado el pesimismo y la apatia, seamos optimistas sin dejar de tener los 
pies sobre la tierra. Con realismo y alegria construyamos el porvenir, dia a dia 
770 convirtamos nuestro presente, el nuestro, el de nuestras familias en un mejor futuro 
para todos y para todas. 
775 
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Esta en nuestras manos y a nuestro alcance, con el esfuerzo de todas y de todos, todos 
estaremos mejor, empecemos hoy. 
Hemos heredado rezagos y tenemos enfrente tareas por hacer y problemas por 
resolver, el reto es grande, pero no nos debe de intimidar, no tiene porque hacerlo. 
El 2 de julio despert6 una intensa emoci6n entre nosotros y fortaleci6 nuestro amor 
780 por Mexico. 
785 
790 
795 
Con este triunfo hemos ganado de entrada un nuevo animo para encarar los retos de! 
porvenir, nQ lo perdamos jamas, vivamoslo cada dia a plenitud, buscando siempre ser 
mejores y manteniendo viva la llama de la esperanza. 
Hoy, todos y todas somos responsables de cumplir el mandato que nos dimos en esa 
ejemplar elecci6n; mandato de cambio para instalar, para instaurar un ejercicio 
democratico de! poder, esta en nuestras manos y a nuestro alcance, todos estaremos 
meJor. 
Estoy y seguire obligado a continuar el esfuerzo de esta gran naci6n, estoy obligado a 
continuar y a trabajar con pasi6n por quienes nos dieron patria, por quienes 
construyeron el Mexico que hoy tenemos y por quienes soiiaron con ese Mexico 
diferente, exitoso y triunfador. 
Gracias. 
